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(ABSTRACT) 

With multimedia communication growing in popularity, it has become important to 

develop techniques that will allow a multimedia application to access multimedia files from 

local as well as remote sites. This thesis describes the methodology used in the design of 

the Network Multimedia File System (NMFS) protocol. The protocol provides “transparent 

access to shared files across networks” much like Sun’s Network File System (NFS) protocol. 

However, NMFS differs from NFS in that it provides a connection-oriented service that 

allows the user to specify quality of service (QOS) parameters and reserve resources to 

achieve the desired QOS. NMFS is an application layer protocol and is intended to work 

with existing multimedia applications, unaltered, on multiple platforms. NMFS will provide 

real-time delivery of multimedia data over networks both designed and not designed to carry 

multimedia traffic. A unique feature of this protocol is that it uses an anticipated delivery 

schedule (ADS) to guide prefetch of portions of files that are likely to be requested in the 

future. This prefetched data is stored in a local buffer which reduces the need to transfer 

the data over the variable latency network when the application actually requests it. Thus 

NMFS provides most unaltered application programs with almost constant latency accesses 

over a network with variable latency.
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of powerful and cost-effective personal computers and workstations, 

high-performance server systems, high-capacity storage devices, high-speed integrated ser- 

vices digital networks (ISDNs) [45, page 90], and above all, the broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) 

(8, page 128], multimedia communication is growing in importance. To support universal 

access from any host or client on the Internet to any multimedia server, a new protocol 

is needed that not only provides transparent access to shared files across networks, but 

also delivers all the data segments belonging to an interval within a certain real-time delay 

specified by the application. 

This chapter describes some of the salient features of multimedia communications. Sec- 

tion 1.1 introduces the key data types that constitute multimedia and explains why multi- 

media has become so popular in recent years. Section 1.2 explains how multimedia commu- 

nications has expanded with the evolution of faster networks and switching technologies. 

Section 1.3 describes the complex requirements for multimedia systems at both the user 

level and the network level. Section 1.4 examines some of the challenges facing the devel- 

opment of multimedia systems. Section 1.5 lists some of the key problems that have to be 

solved to overcome the challenges that face current multimedia systems. Section 1.6 lists 

the key contributions of this thesis. 

1.1 A Primer on Multimedia 

This section explains what multimedia really is, and why it is becoming so popular.
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1.1.1 What is Multimedia? 

Sammartino [44] defines multimedia as the integration of information that may be rep- 

resented by several media types. These media types fall into two broad categories: non 

real-time and real-time. Non real-time data can be text or numerical data, bitmapped im- 

ages, geometric drawings, or any other time-independent data format. Capture, storage, 

transmission and display of non real time data does not require that it happen at some 

predictable and fixed time or within some fixed time period. 

Real-time data may include audio clips, video segments, animations, or timed events, 

such as MIDI data sequences or video device control sequences. Real-time data requires 

that the system that is recording or playing it be able to process the appropriate data within 

a predictable and specified time period. In addition, the display of real-time data may have 

to be synchronized with other data or some external event. 

1.1.2 Why Multimedia? 

Multimedia provides the best representation of the human being’s complex perception, 

communicating behavior, and way of acting. In addition to providing communication ca- 

pabilities and information sharing between people, irrespective of location and time, it also 

permits easy and immediate access to widely distributed information banks and informa- 

tion processing centers. Working with multimedia systems enables the user to create, edit, 

transmit, receive, store, retrieve, compute, render, and delete two or multiple types of in- 

formation such as data, text, vector graphics, pixel-oriented images, video signals (moving 

pictures), and audio signals (voice or sound). 

Multimedia is relevant to a wide spectrum of applications, ranging from computer- 

integrated telephony and texts with voice annotation to cooperative “teleworking” on visual 

documents. There are several ways of classifying broadband multimedia communications 

according to information types, communication types (dialog, messaging, retrieval, dis- 

tribution), organization (tree-structured media, hypermedia), functions (interactivity, link
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navigation, cooperative teleworking), and other criteria [7]. 

With the emergence of broadband networks, it is possible to conceive a large variety of 

broadband multimedia applications for industry, administration, science, and home: 

e interpersonal communication and messaging, such as enhanced video conferencing and 

telephony; 

e information assembly, access, computing, and distribution, such as marketing and 

telemarketing places for products and information services like teleshopping, comput- 

erized booking, and personalized journals; 

e decentralized publishing, editing, printing, video production, and advertizing; 

e collaboration of experts for counseling and delivery of expertise in areas such as con- 

struction, real estate, banking, and medicine; 

e remote monitoring, surveillance, control, diagnosis, maintenance, and repair as well 

as telerobotics; and 

e entertainment and leisure activities, such as animated books, video manuals, artistic 

shows, interactive high-definition and 3-D movies, computer vision, teleparticipation, 

and virtual realities. 

The growth in the demand and the technology is likely to lead to highly advanced 

applications. 

1.2 The Evolution of Multimedia Communication 

Multimedia communication is currently limited by the capabilities of available networks 

and their interfaces. The features and services of evolving networks will therefore, define 

the capabilities of multimedia communications based on these new networks. 

Network evolution follows a plateau model, as shown in Figure 1.1, with periods of rapid 

change when new services are introduced, followed by periods of little change as networks 

3
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mature into wider markets at lower cost [44]. Local area networks are currently nearing 

the end of their current plateau and are approaching the next knee in the curve, where 

Ethernet and token-ring based local area networks [45, page 37] are being superseded by 

faster networks such as point-to-point switched Ethernet and FDDI [45, page 166]. Wide 

area networks are at the end of a similar plateau of capabilities and are poised for the next 

generation. ISDN has become the evolutionary successor to modem communications over 

ordinary analog Plain Old Telephone System (POTS) lines. 

A 

Broadband ISDN 

    

    
   

  

Network Real-Time Video 
; Narrowband ISDN 

Evolution Level FDDI/SMDS 

Browsing 

Graphic/Sound E—Mail 
Ethernet/ 

File transfer     Text E—Mail 

1980 1990 2000 2100 ~ 

Time 

Figure 1.1: Evolutionary Plateaus in Multimedia Networks and Services (from [39]). 

Currently, personal computer and workstation users can, with the right peripherals, 

use their systems for “desktop multimedia production,” capturing, manipulating, and dis- 

playing various types of multimedia data. The next generation of networks and computers 

will enable “desktop multimedia telecommunications,” the ability to manage and transmit
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large documents containing color images, audio, and compressed video segments at limited 

quality. High definition and broadcast quality video will require bandwidths provided by 

another plateau of network evolution - fiber based Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [8, 

page 128] switching in B-ISDN networks. 

New types of multimedia data will match evolving network services and capabilities. 

New operating systems and built-in hardware will be required to support the new genera- 

tions of multimedia data and high data rate networks. For example, hardware support will 

include special interfaces for compressing and processing audio and video. Sufficient band- 

width must also be provided to move the multimedia data between input/output, storage, 

and processing subsystems. New hardware capabilities and devices added to the worksta- 

tion will require software application programming interfaces for control. The design of 

these interfaces should be flexible enough to free the application programmer from being 

concerned with the particular hardware configuration. 

1.3. Challeges facing Multimedia Communication 

Existing telecommunication facilities lack the bandwidth to adequately support multi- 

media communication. They do not offer a common access to different network and informa- 

tion resources or encourage collaboration. Multimedia communication faces the challenge 

of networking multimedia computing, storage systems, and presentation terminals in order 

to provide the necessary connectivity, interactivity, and quality on demand while flexibly 

and economically adapting to a changing environment. 

Future multimedia systems will rely on broadband networks and subnetworks that will 

be able to provide the required communication services and meet the stringent quality 

of service (QOS) requirements. However, the real obstacles to the realization of desktop 

multimedia telecommunications go beyond the availability of transport networks. New ap- 

plications must be developed to take advantage of these new capabilities. Operating system 

architectures must provide a consistent interface so that applications can evolve smoothly
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from the existing base. New hardware capabilities and devices added to multimedia work- 

stations will require software application programming interfaces (APIs) for control. The 

design of these software interfaces should be flexible enough to support new functionality, 

and to free the application programmer from being concerned with the particular hardware 

configuration. The user should be able to mix and match hardware and software without 

worrying about compatibility, only functionality. 

Synchronization of the different media streams and timebase management of real-time 

multimedia data becomes essential, given that statistically defined performance character- 

izes many high speed networks [44]. System level support for these operations is needed to 

ensure that various media can be synchronized and that data can be acquired, processed, 

transmitted and displayed within a specified and predictable time. Timer facilities and 

real-time performance are necessary in such systems. 

The emergence of new networks does not mean that the old networks will go away. 

Future applications must be able to run in a consistent manner across a variety of networks. 

Standards will become even more critical for multimedia document interchange. Today, even 

with files containing only text, it can be difficult to transfer information between applications 

or computer platforms. The advent of multimedia documents will only compound the 

problem as synchronization and other control information will also have to be transferred 

along with the actual media types. 

1.4 Problem Statement 

For a number of years into the future, the Internet will probably interconnect a combi- 

nation of older bandwidth-limited networks and a few broadband networks [36]. This means 

that the requirements of multimedia applications will not be supported by the bandwidth- 

limited portions. Multimedia applications will then require the use of sophisticated multi- 

media end systems that use protocols to compensate for the deficiencies of the underlying 

network.
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A desirable goal is that of universal access by any host or client on the Internet to any 

multimedia server, even if the connection between client and server contains data links that 

do not provide constant bit rate traffic. For this we need a protocol that supports such 

access. Sun’s Network File System (NFS) protocol provides transparent access to shared 

files across networks [34]. However, NF'S provides asynchronous access to remote file systems 

with no guarantees on the latency or throughput of file access. While this type of access is 

sufficient for many types of text and binary data and program files, it is clearly inadequate 

for multimedia. Hence, we need a new protocol that not only provides transparent access 

to shared files across networks, but also meets real-time requirements of delivery schedules 

with a high probability, over any type of underlying network. In particular, the protocol 

should be able to deliver all data segments belonging to a time interval within a certain 

real-time delay as specified by the application. This will necessitate the development of 

special synchronization techniques that identifies such data segments. 

Further, multimedia applications will involve access to compressed files, requiring the 

design of a special flow control technique. For example, due to the large bandwidth require- 

ments of video, compression techniques are used to reduce the bandwidth requirements by 

a factor of 20 to 30 or more. However, to decompress these frames properly at the client, 

special reference frames must be correctly received. These reference frames have to arrive 

with high reliability, even over unreliable underlying networks that use a datagram delivery 

transport protocol such as UDP (see [45, page 300)). 

Error handling also becomes an important issue, since the protocol has to dynamically 

decide which frames can be missed and which frames have to be retransmitted. This is 

because in the case of multimedia, certain types of frames, such as reference video frames, 

cannot be missed as they contain data which is necessary to decompress or decode future 

video frames. For other time-critical data, the protocol simply does not have sufficient time 

to request retransmission if the data is lost or corrupted. In such cases it might be best to 

ignore the loss of data. Alternatively, the protocol may use algorithms specified by the user 

to do error recovery.
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Due to the large bandwidth involved and also due to complex data requirements of 

diverse applications, the variance in the network load will be very high. An efficient flow 

control technique is needed to smooth out these variances as much as possible. Also, cer- 

tain decisions which are trivial in the case of data protocols are no longer so in the case 

of multimedia protocols. These include decisions such as whether the connection can be 

established, and if it can, whether the network can support the QOS requirements of the 

application. 

1.5 The Overall Project 

The development of the NMFS protocol is part of the SUCCEED project which aims 

at developing methods for real-time on-demand sharing of multimedia courseware services 

inside and across various campuses. The project objectives include developing technologies 

to facilitate: 

e transparent access by multimedia application programs to multimedia storage over 

networks, and 

e high performance multimedia storage and networking. 

The first objective is oriented toward existing networks and applications, to enable users 

to access interactive multimedia courseware, using currently available hardware, software, 

and networks. The second objective will be achieved by modeling and describing multimedia 

courseware applications, and analyzing the resulting application descriptions. 

This thesis contributes in achieving the first objective by providing real-time delivery 

over networks both designed and not designed to carry multimedia traffic, thus reducing 

the urgency of replacing existing campus networks and upgrading the Internet. NMFS 

also permits existing multimedia application programs to run, unaltered, over a network. 

Workload models of multimedia applications are being developed and these models will be 

used to simulate NMFS over a campus wide network, which includes Ethernet and FDDI
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links, as well as between campuses connected by the Internet. These simulation results will 

be used to refine NMFS on Unix and PC platforms. 

1.6 Contributions of this Thesis 

This thesis proposes a new protocol that can be used to provide a transport mechanism 

for existing as well as future multimedia applications. The Network Multimedia File System 

(NMFS) protocol introduces several new ideas in an attempt to overcome the problems 

described in the previous section. 

The key contributions of this work are as follows: 

e The NMFS protocol provides a mechanism for the real-time delivery and almost con- 

stant latency access of multimedia data over conventional bandwidth-limited, variable 

latency data networks. 

e The thesis proposes a file system model that can work with most existing multimedia 

applications, unaltered. Further the model allows a separate virtual connection for 

each type of media within that multimedia application thus giving the user individual 

control over each of the different media. 

e The error handling mechanism provides for retransmission of data that is important 

to the ensuing data. However, for other types of data, which is usually time-critical in 

real-time applications, errors are usually ignored. Alternatively, the user can specify 

error recovery algorithms to be used in case of loss of such data. 

e NMFS has the ability to decide whether the QOS requested by a call for a new 

connection can be supported. It also provides the ability to close a connection if 

the QOS parameters agreed upon during connection setup are not being met. It is 

important to acknowledge at this point that the QOS parameters we use have been 

influenced by the work of [40].
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e The protocol incorporates the concept of having an Anticipated Delivery Schedule 

(ADS) to anticipate and preload the data that is likely to be referenced in the future. 

Further NMFS can dynamically track whether the ADS is predicting correctly or not 

and take corrective action if it is mispredicting. 

e The protocol uses a dynamically-controlled buffer that stores all the anticipated data 

that has been requested using the ADS. This buffer space is divided dynamically 

between the various connections open at any time. 

e NMFS proposes a rate control mechanism that can dynamically modify the rate at 

which the user requests for data are sent out over the network, depending on the 

buffer occupancy at that time. 

This chapter described some of the key features of multimedia communications and also 

listed some of the problems, plaguing current multimedia systems, that NMFS will attempt 

to solve. 

10



Chapter 2 

RELATED WORK 

Research is being done to solve the complex problems facing multimedia. Many com- 

panies have introduced interesting commercial products. Several universities are currently 

engaged in research on innovative ideas to solve these problems. This chapter surveys some 

of the work that has been done in the area of multimedia communications. 

Section 1 describes some videoconferencing [37] products that have been introduced 

in recent years and have proved to be commercially successful. Section 2 looks at the 

research that is being done commercially as well as in universities. In particular this section 

examines the approaches being used to solve the problem of synchronizing (i.e., identifying 

the relationship between the different media) before presentation. It also discusses new 

architectures and protocols that have been proposed for multimedia systems. 

2.1 Commercial Products 

The research being done in industry has focussed primarily on developing commer- 

cially viable multimedia systems that permit the user to successfully execute a multimedia 

application. The primary intent of this research seems to be that of capitalizing on the 

multimedia fever that has gripped end users in recent years. Most of the systems that 

have been developed so far work in a stand-alone mode and cannot be considered as true 

networked multimedia systems because they either store the data on the machine which 

does the playback, thus ignoring the problem of accessing a large amount of data over the 

bandwidth-limited network, or store the different media types as an integrated unit in one 

file thus overlooking the need to synchronize the different media types when they are stored 

11
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on separate files. However, some companies have come out with interesting products and 

listed below is a sampling of those products. 

2.1.1 Protocomm: VideoComm 

Protocomm has introduced VideoComm [5], which is a family of software server products 

that facilitate real-time distribution over a network, of DVI [4] motion video, audio and 

image files residing on a Novell Net Ware 386/486 LAN server. VideoComm’s server software 

works in conjunction with video applications to play motion video directly from a central 

file server without utilizing disk storage on the workstation equipped with DVI technology. 

Multiple simultaneous playbacks are supported for any file at any time. Some of the key 

feature of VideoComm are that it: 

® operates on standard Novell Netware platforms; 

e provides full support to motion video file play, pause, next and stop library functions; 

e supports full screen, 30 frames per second playback for RT'V and PLY files; 

e allows non-video applications to function during video file playing; 

e uses a file manager that allocates network bandwidth to video and non-video appli- 

cations; and 

e provides special utilities for video data file maintenance and performance monitoring. 

VideoComm consists of a file server module which runs within the Novell File Server. 

The file server module provides real time data streaming for video file playback and also 

provides control of the total video data rate over the network. A VideoComm workstation 

interface module is used to provide a hardware interface for each type of workstation sup- 

ported. The number of video workstations that can be supported for a typical application 

depends on the type of network, the speed and capacity of the server subsystem and the 

percentage of time that a video application is playing video. 

12
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2.1.2 SAT: IRIS 

The French company SAT has introduced a product called IRIS [2], that is a hard- 

ware/software package that allows bilateral desktop video conferencing, apparently for users 

connected to ISDN. IRIS runs over an Apple Macintosh II or Quadra with 4 MB RAM and 

Planet ISDN board. Compressed color video is carried over ISDN, while audio is carried 

over a normal voice telephone channel. JPEG compression is done in hardware. 

2.1.3. Xerox: nv 

Xerox has introduced nv [2], which is a videoconferencing tool that transmits video im- 

ages across an internet using UDP/IP. Images maybe sent point-to-point or can be broadcast 

to a large number of receiving stations using multicast IP. It is widely used in the ARPA 

remote conferencing research effort. 

An X window with a list of video sources is presented to the user and video images 

to be viewed can be selected by clicking a mouse on the label of the appropriate sending 

station. The picture is built up using a slow-scan method which means that only the changes 

between each frame are broadcast. Typically frame refreshes happen at about 2 to 5 frames 

per second. 

Specialized hardware is not required for receiving the video image. If video images are 

transmitted using nv then a “VideoPix framegrabber” and a video camera are required. 

There is no integrated audio support. 

2.1.4 Fluent Streams 

The Fluent Streams product provides videoconferencing between clients and servers. It 

appears to work over the IEEE 802.3 and 802.5 networks. The product changes the frame 

rates dynamically. Fluent Streams uses its own Intel i860-based boards, which support 

JPEG, or Intel’s DVI boards. 

13
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2.1.5 Starlight Networks Inc: StarWorks 

Starlight Networks Inc. has introduced the StarWorks digital video networking software 

which provides network delivery and applications services for stored as well as live data, 

such as video, audio and other multimedia data types [2]. 

The Starlight MediaServer is a dedicated hardware and software package that functions 

as a video server. PC and Macintosh clients can retrieve video and audio data from the 

MediaServer. The software component of the MediaServer is StarWorks. 

The MediaServer contains several Ethernet cards to provide sufficient bandwith to allow 

it to support multiple video clients. The connection between the client and the MediaServer 

is either direct point-to-point Ethernet, with clients distributed between the multiple Eth- 

ernets, or through an Ethernet “switched hub”, with each client individually connected in a 

star configuration to the hub, and the multiple Ethernet interfaces in the MediaServer also 

connected to the hub. 

StarWorks is based on a real-time UNIX variant. It has three key management services: 

e Stream Management. This component handles the connections between data stream 

producers, such as a disk store or a video camera, and data stream consumers, such 

as client station displays or a disk store. This service is responsible for ensuring that 

sufficient bandwidth is available for a requested connection. 

e Object Management. An “object” comprises multiple “tracks” of data. For example, 

multiple sound tracks can be associated with the same video data and this association 

can be made dynamically for a given user. 

e Storage Management. In the StarWorks architecture, Winchester disk drive arrays, 

using a proprietary “Streaming RAID” data striping algorithm, are used as the pri- 

mary storage medium. The storage manager organizes the video on the disk array in 

a manner optimized for the available bandwidth so that a large number of users can 

simultaneously access the data. 
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The StarWorks video networking interface software on the client provides dynamic con- 

trol of the StarWorks services via a proprietary Media Transport Protocol (MTP). MTP 

is based on the Express Transport Protocol (XTP) and it coexists in the client alongside 

other protocols such as Appleshare, NFS, and NetWare. 

2.1.6 IBM: Person to Person/2 

IBM’s Person to Person/2 [2] is a bilateral videoconferencing system that incorporates 

a shared “chalkboard” window. The chalkboard can mirror any OS/2 application window, 

or can be loaded with bitmaps or scanned images. The chalkboard can be annotated, and 

each participant can see the other’s mouse pointer. 

Compressed digital video and graphics are carried over ISDN or over a Token Ring or 

Ethernet LAN using NetBIOS. There is an option to carry video over a physically separate 

analog video link. Voice is carried over the telephone system. 

The platform used for this product is a PC with OS/2, and the ActionMedia II Display 

Adapter with capture option. 

2.2 Research 

Most multimedia-related research done in universities has concentrated on specific tech- 

nical problems such as providing synchronization between the various media streams, in- 

troducing new architectures that facilitate storage and retrieval of multimedia documents, 

and defining new protocols that could be used for better performance. 

2.2.1 Synchronization 

During delivery of multimedia data, it is important to maintain the required temporal 

association between points in the data across various streams. This is necessary to sustain 

the quality of service in the presence of network induced loss or delay in the transport due 

to different streams taking different routes. 
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A lot of work has been done in this area and some of the more interesting ideas are 

presented in this section. 

Rowe and Smith [42] have developed a continuous media (CM) player that can play on 

a client scripts composed of one or more synchronized data streams stored on a server. The 

player runs on a Sun SPARCstation with a Parallax XVIDEO board which has a JPEG 

CODEC chip. The video stream is stored as a sequence of JPEG frames and the audio 

stream is stored in a standard SPARC audio file. A special purpose datagram protocol has 

been implemented to send CM packets from the file server to the client workstation. The 

current implementation runs on UDP, but the player has been designed to work over the 

real-time IP protocol. The player uses a globally synchronized clock (the system clocks are 

synchronized using the Network Time Protocol [31]) to synchronize the process that plays 

the CM data on a client with the file server processes that deliver the data. The CM server 

receives CM data from the CM source and dispatches it to the appropriate output device. 

The CM source processes send packets one second before they are needed. This gives the 

server a buffer against delayed packets due to network or file server load. The CM server 

periodically requests retransmission of lost packets. The server uses an adaptive feedback 

algorithm to match packet flow to the available resources. 

This approach does not provide any guarantees on the QOS and its use is restricted to 

playing data that has already been synchronized on the server. 

Ravindran and Bansal [40] focus on temporal synchronization of various data streams in 

multimedia information exchanged between users over a high speed network. They propose 

that solving the synchronization problem requires framing of data streams, whereby various 

points in the data streams likely to be delivered simultaneously to a user are identified. To 

do this, they segment the temporal axis of an application into intervals, where each interval 

is a unit of synchronization. They suggest the use of inter-channel markers to associate 

various points in the data streams with appropriate synchronization intervals. Simultaneous 

data delivery involves delivering all data segments belonging to an interval within a certain 

real-time delay, as specified by the application. The user specifies the required QOS for a 
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connection in terms of a service description which indicates the transport level switching 

requirements that should be met. The QOS specified by the application is mapped to the 

corresponding requirements at the user/transport layer interface. These requirements are 

further mapped to a QOS requirement at the network layer interface. If the QOS cannot 

be met, the system generates an exception whereupon the user may reset the connection 

by initializing its channels or may abort the connection. 

Rangan and Vin [38] define a strand as an immutable sequence of continuously recorded 

media samples, and then present a multimedia rope abstraction that is a collection of 

individual media strands tied together by synchronization information. They present a 

model that relates disk and device characteristics to the playback rates of media strands 

and derives storage patterns so as to guarantee continuous retrieval of media strands. They 

propose mechanisms for merging storage patterns of multiple media strands by filling the 

gaps between the media blocks of one strand with the media blocks of other strands. In 

particular, they propose both an on-line algorithm suitable for merging a new media strand 

into a set of already stored strands and an off-line merging algorithm that can be applied 

a priort to the storage of a set of media strands before any of them have been stored on 

disk. This necessitates read-ahead and buffering techniques to maintain continuity of the 

retrieval. 

2.2.2 Architectural Issues 

Various authors propose several new architectures that could be used to create a multi- 

media document. 

Loeb [30] describes the architecture and dynamics of an interactive multimedia doc- 

ument in terms of Presentation Objects (P-Objects) which are segments of information 

accessed by the application and described according to their size, media composition, and 

access links. She makes the theoretical observation that the same structural characteristics 

that may make an interactive multimedia document appealing to the end user are the char- 

acteristics that are extremely helpful during dynamic network performance optimization. 
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Her observation is based on the hypothesis that the P-Objects’ access graph, together with 

viewing time statistics, is the information most useful to the network delivery control mech- 

anism for optimizing network performance. She advocates the use of a “network advise 

facility” as a way to optimize the delivery of interactive documents of arbitrary complexity. 

This should be used to prefetch fragments of potentially needed P-objects. This idea is 

similar to the idea of prefetching data using an Anticipated Delivery Schedule that is pro- 

posed by our NMFS protocol. The potential need of the P-objects should be determined by 

the access graph and viewing time information combined with session-sensitive parameters 

such as current session length, buffer capacity at the user end, expected network load, and 

possibly, expected user behavior. She also suggests that to explore the links between doc- 

ument composition and network and end user behaviors, a set of benchmark applications 

must be designed and their behavior tested on a variety of network delivery mechanisms. 

Leung et al. (25] describe a software architecture for a multimedia workstation that 

maintains the temporal relationship among the information streams for a given multimedia 

call (a call is defined as any request that the user makes for data). They propose virtual 

circuits to provide temporal synchronization and coordination. All of a call’s media are mul- 

tiplexed onto a single multimedia virtual circuit. They provide a connector mechanism to 

control the information exchange among the network interface, the various voice, data, and 

image peripherals and computer programs used in a multimedia application. In their sys- 

tem, these information sources and sinks share a common abstraction called active devices. 

The connector and active devices together support a programming paradigm to construct 

multimedia applications. They have implemented a nonprocedural language for the user 

to specify new multimedia applications. They use a three-level hierarchy, corresponding to 

the network, transport, and session layers of the OSI model in their implementation. The 

network layer deals with the multimedia virtual circuit as a whole; it communicates with 

the network to create and modify virtual circuits. The transport layer multiplexes all of a 

call’s media into a single virtual circuit. The session layer negotiates with its peer to agree 

on the appropriate media and devices necessary to support a given call. 
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Another project, QOS-A [2], being undertaken at Lancaster University, aims to define 

a QOS Architecture that reconciles the user-oriented QOS requirements with the network- 

oriented QOS environment for distributed multimedia applications. The project will develop 

the architecture, encompassing communications and distributed systems support, in which 

QOS guarantees may be provided for interactive continuous media applications operating 

over multi-service networks. This architecture will then be integrated into multi-service 

communications networks, in particular those based on ATM technology. The QOS-A will 

provide integrated resource control, monitoring and regulation strategies necessary for the 

support of continuous media in broadband packet networks. 

Little and Ghafoor [27, 29, 28] indicate how the synchronization functionality can be 

carried out within a packet switched network and present a two-level communication ar- 

chitecture. The lower level, called the network synchronization protocol (NSP), provides 

functionality to establish and maintain individual connections with some specified synchro- 

nization characteristics. The upper level, the application synchronization protocol (ASP), 

supports an integrated synchronization service for multimedia applications. The ASP uses 

temporal relationships of an application’s data objects and manages the synchronization 

of arriving data for playout. The proposed NSP and ASP are mapped to the session and 

application layers of the OSI reference model, respectively. They assume that real-time 

scheduling disciplines for packets, prioritization, etc. are available to the operating system 

or transport mechanism. They suggest that in order to maintain intermedia synchroniza- 

tion, each stream must experience the same overall delay to avoid skewing. They make the 

observation that at the presentation device, a synchronization failure can result in a short- 

age of data to play out per unit time, resulting in a gap. Further, a shortage of data can 

also be caused by differences in source and destination clocks. To avoid this, they assume 

that the destination controls the clock rate of the sources via a global clock, periodic drift 

correction or feedback. 
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2.2.3 Protocol Issues 

Minzer [32] suggests a new protocol called EXPANSE, that supports multimedia service 

requests that can involve multiple users with heterogeneous terminal equipment and gives 

each user autonomous control of information presentation services. The EXPANSE signal- 

ing protocol is a service-independent, integrated system based on a paradigm that comprises 

a new object-oriented call model, a new protocol syntax and a new message flow model. 

The call model defines semantic relationships between components, the generic elementary 

call objects that are combined to define services. The level of differentiation of these compo- 

nents is the key to effectiveness and flexibilty in service definition. The protocol supports a 

programming syntax, allowing users to formulate expressions containing transaction-based 

service requests. The message flow model addresses implications of the new call objects, 

transactions, and multiple party services on the flow of control information among user end 

points. The protocol has been designed to deal with the complexity of requests and relieves 

the user applications of the burden of managing details of complex service requests and 

minimizes required signaling interactions to gain efficiency. 

Clark and Tennenhouse [9] discuss new principles to design and implement a new gener- 

ation of protocols that support multimedia. They focus on the presentation and transport 

layer as the layers that have to deal with multimedia data by looking at the requirements 

assigned by the application. They introduce the application level framing principle to re- 

duce the cost of data conversion between layers. They suggest having a new data unit called 

the Application Data Unit (ADU) that is provided by the application layer to the lower 

network layers. The NMFS protocol also uses the concept of an ADU as defined above. 

The University of California at Berkeley’s Tenet group [17] embodies the principle that 

the interface offered by the network should be general, in that separate network-layer proto- 

cols should not be necessary for voice, video, etc. An application should be able to request 

a level of network performance appropriate to its requirements. Performance parameters 

include bandwidth, delay bounds, jitter bounds, and reliability bounds. These bounds 
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may be statistical in nature. Because network performance cannot be achieved in the face 

of unpredictable network application behavior, the interface between the network and the 

application is modeled as a contract to which both sides must adhere. The application guar- 

antees not to exceed the requested bandwidth for transmission and the network guarantees 

the requested performance. Achieving this requires a connection-oriented approach, with 

a resource-reservation algorithm employed in network switches and gateways. The Tenet 

group has produced a suite of protocols based on the above approach. 

The Multimedia RPC project [2], being undertaken at Lancaster University in Great 

Britain, aims to extend the design of remote procedure call protocols to encompass real-time 

multimedia transmissions. The extended RPC will then be implemented on a pre-existing 

multimedia distributed system consisting of a high speed network emulator and multimedia 

workstations. 

2.2.4 Other Issues 

Several interesting projects have been undertaken to deal with issues, such as providing 

an authoring system for creating documents and building a suitable transport system for 

document delivery. 

The IBM European Networking Center’s HeiProjects [23] are aimed at developing pro- 

totype multimedia system components that operate together, but can also be used in other 

environments. They aim at providing a universal multimedia platform for networked work- 

stations. This platform will be used to support distributed multimedia applications. Its 

core component is a multimedia transport system that permits the exchange of multime- 

dia data with end-to-end performance guarantees over a variety of underlying networks 

with different degrees of multimedia support. A toolkit which encompasses a set of basic 

multimedia services for constructing distributed multimedia applications is being designed. 

The toolkit will provide service elements to organize and control communication. The pro- 

posed architecture is designed to support services such as audio-visual conferencing and 

video-on-demand. 
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Xanadu Operating Company [2] is working on a hypermedia database server. It will 

support “open, social hypermedia.” The database will support text, bitmaps, sound, video, 

and animation, as well as links between them, all at whatever granularity is desired, from 

a character or pixel to a whole library. Some of the implications of this project are: 

e multiple users can simultaneously edit documents; 

e links continue to connect to the same things even as the documents at the ends of the 

link evolve; 

e detectors can be installed on documents that will notify the user when the documents 

are modified or linked; and 

e there is support for links to information that is stored outside the Xanadu repository. 

Xanadu is building a hypermedia storage server. However, it will require a separate 

front end or user interface in order to be useful. Xanadu will provide one such front end, 

but wants other developers to build a variety of application-specific front ends to exploit 

their work in many different fields. 

The DEMON (Design of Electronic Multimedia Over Networks) project at Bellcore 

[41, 33] identifies and seeks solutions to the problems caused by attempting to deliver high- 

quality real-time interactive multimedia information over current telephone networks. They 

are developing algorithms to schedule delivery of multimedia objects to allow presentation 

at good quality, to make efficient use of available memory and network bandwidth, and 

to support viewer interactions without delays. To build such algorithms they require that 

an author specify in advance all interactions to which the system should respond without 

delay. The relevant data is then scheduled and delivered in such a way that any path taken 

through the document can be followed without delays. The problem with this approach 

is that if the author specifies too many interactions, the quality of presentation may be 

degraded or excessive memory may be required. They also impose the restriction that the 
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documents to be preprocessed must be authored in such a way that they include more 

structural information than is often present in multimedia documents. 

Stanford University’s MAEstro [14, 13] is a distributed multimedia authoring environ- 

ment designed to simplify the process of creating multimedia documents. The environment 

consists of a suite of applications to manipulate various media, or sources of information. 

It is designed for a scenario where multimedia devices such as audio CD, videodisk, MIDI 

interface and text display are located on separate networked workstations. 

MAEstro lets workstation users create multimedia presentations combining text, CD 

music, video, digitized audio, and processes launched with UNIX shell commands. Each of 

these media has an associated application, called a media editor, used to operate the media 

player and to select material for the presentation. Once the material has been selected, 

it is organized into a presentation using the TimeLine editor. This editor is the heart of 

the system. It lets the user visually lay down media selections in relation to each other 

and synchronize their playback. A messaging system, based on remote procedure calls, 

is used to control playback of multimedia documents. This approach, therefore, avoids 

the difficult problem of transporting multimedia data across the network. However, this 

distributed nature of multimedia authorship and playback poses unique problems in the area 

of synchronization. The MAEstro solution to the synchronization problem is not adequate 

for applications where the two media come from different sources. 

While most of the research reviewed in this chapter has focussed on providing synchro- 

nization between the media types, not much work has been done to provide a flow control 

mechanism that can overcome the variances in network delay. Also, the idea of anticipating 

future data has not been implemented in an actual protocol. 

2.3 HeiTP: A Suitable Platform for NMFS 

This section describes the work being undertaken by IBM’s European Networking Center 

in Heidelberg. The group has developed a transport protocol, HeiTP, that can work over 
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the network layer protocol ST-II and provide suitable support for networked multimedia 

applications. 

The Stream Protocol Version 2 (ST-II) is a network layer protocol that has been designed 

to provide end-to-end guarantees across an Internet [46, 24]. It offers connection-oriented 

service and support for multicasting at the network layer, allowing a sending origin to estab- 

lish a multi-destination connection in the form of a directed tree to one or more receiving 

targets. Every node in this tree represents an ST-Agent that executes the ST-II proto- 

col. The ST-Agents communicate with each other via the ST Control Message Protocol 

(SCMP), a reliable protocol that serves the main purpose of creating, modifying and delet- 

ing trees. During the connection establishment phase, SCMP negotiates the connection’s 

QOS parameters according to the flow specification provided by the user. From the origin 

downstream, the ST-Agents calculate at every node the QOS that the local resources they 

control can provide, reserve the corresponding capacities, and update the flow specification 

accordingly. Resources include local CPU for protocol processing, buffer space, and network 

bandwidth. The QOS parameters may be re-negotiated, if necesssary. Relaxing resources 

for which too much capacity has been reserved is also possible. 

The Heidelberg Transport Protocol (HeiTP) is a transport layer protocol and is designed 

to run on top of the ST-II protocol to support multimedia communication in an Internet. 

HeiTP supports connection-oriented communication only. The type of connections provided 

are 1-to-1 full-duplex or multi-destination simplex. The flow of the HeiTP control informa- 

tion is always bi-directional, allowing the target(s) to send control information back to the 

origin. 

HeiTP provides the functionalities of segmentation and reassembly since the underlying 

ST-II layer does not provide this feature. The maximum size for a segment has to be 

equal to the minimum MTU (maximum transfer unit) for all the subnets involved in the 

communication. 

For flow control, HeiTP adopts a pure rate control scheme, where the receiver is never 

forced to send control information. The transmission rate is determined by the initial QOS 
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parameters negotiated at connection setup time. At the end of the setup phase, resources are 

reserved and memory buffers are preallocated to comply with the negotiated rate. HeiTP 

does not enforce the rate itself. Rate control has to be provided outside of the transport 

system. 

HeiTP appears to satisfy all the functionalities that NMFS expects from the underlying 

transport layer. This makes HeiTP a suitable platform over which the NMFS protocol could 

be implemented. 

This chapter surveyed some of the research that has already been done and is of relevance 

to NMFS. 
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Chapter 3 

APPLICATION DOMAIN OF NMFS 

This chapter provides insight into the design of the NMFS protocol and describes the 

type of support that NMFS provides to existing applications. Section 3.1 describes the 

requirements of multimedia applications. Section 3.2 lists the calls made by a typical multi- 

media application and also describes the problems that could be encountered when NMFS 

is used with CD-ROM applications. Section 3.3 describes lists the attributes of the space 

of applications which NMFS can support, and also identifies possible limitations of NMFS. 

3.1 Requirements of Multimedia Communication 

Since multimedia integrates different data types, the requirements for multimedia com- 

munications are quite different from those of traditional data communications. This section 

first lists the requirements from the user point of view and then lists the requirements at 

the network level. 

3.1.1 Requirements at the User Level 

From a user’s point of view, the most important requirements of multimedia communi- 

cations are: 

e fast authoring and presentation of the different information types of interest, paying 

attention to the capabilities of available terminals and services; 

e dynamic control of multimedia applications with regard to number of network con- 

nections, interactions, and quality on demand combined with user-friendly human- 

machine interfaces; 
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e intelligent support of users by providing aids for navigation through hypermedia [18] 

information and coordination of cooperative teleworking; and 

e standardization. 

The typical multimedia user needs a communication system that prepares and presents 

the information of interest, allows for dynamic control of applications, and provides a natural 

interface. In addition, the user should be able to adjust the quality of the presentation to 

his or her needs and tasks via displayed menus and keys. Thus, the quality of presentation 

will directly influence bit rates. 

Multimedia communication calls for intelligent support such as navigation through hy- 

permedia information and cooperative teleworking. The navigation through huge amounts 

of hypermedia information from geographically scattered sources requires orientation aids 

to identify, trace, and filter the relevant pieces of information. 

For the benefit of users, standardization is of great interest since it aims at compatibility 

of equipment, operating systems, and application software. Standardization will facilitate 

the handling of a large number of potential subscribers at low costs. 

3.1.2 Requirements at the Network Level 

From the network designer’s point of view, the most important requirements of multi- 

media communications are: 

e high data rate and bandwidth; 

fixed and variable bit rates; 

latency constraints; 

several virtual connections over the same network connection; 

flexible and dynamic channel allocation; 

e synchronization of different information types; 
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e various service qualities; and 

e adaptability to evolving multimedia needs and progress in information processing, 

storage and presentation. 

3.2 Application Programming Interface (API) for Existing Applications 

This section identifies the function calls used in existing multimedia applications. Sec- 

tion 3.1 lists some of the salient features of the Microsoft CD-ROM Extensions and suggests 

modifications that could be made to the NMFS protocol to optimize its use with applica- 

tions on CD-ROMs. Section 3.2 describes some of the calls made by a typical multimedia 

application. 

3.2.1 The Microsoft CD-ROM Extensions 

The Microsoft MS-DOS CD-ROM Extensions [3] are extensions to the MS-DOS oper- 

ating system which permit reading CD-ROM disks. The CD-ROM disk appears just like a 

magnetic disk to the application user. From the programmmer’s point of view, the API for 

the CD-ROM disk is a superset of the API for standard magnetic disks, ensuring compat- 

ibility with current software. The extensions provide a high degree of compatibility with 

applications that depend on standard MS-DOS interfaces. Applications can access files on 

the CD-ROM just as they would on disk. The complete CD-ROM extensions package con- 

sists of a program MSCDEX.EXE and a hardware-dependent device driver. The program 

MSCDEX.EXE is an installable file system driver implemented as a “terminate and stay 

resident” (TSR) module. The user loads this program when booting the computer using 

AUTOEXEC.BAT. The device driver implements the minimum set of functions for reading 

the CD-ROM. There are optional additional functions that provide increased performance 

when the CD-ROM drive and controller can provide additional functions. These additional 

functions are also implemented in the driver. 

The MS-DOS operating system first reads CONFIG.SYS and installs the device. Fol- 
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lowing this MSCDEX.EXE performs an open system call on the device driver name in order 

to communicate with it and uses an IOCTL call to ask the device driver for the address of its 

device header. From the device header address, MSCDEX.EXE locates the device driver’s 

interrupt and strategy routines. After that, all requests the device driver receives come 

directly from MSCDEX.EXE and not MS-DOS. MSCDEX.EXE interfaces with MS-DOS 

so that normal requests for I/O with files on a CD-ROM drive down to the MS-DOS INT 

21h service layer (the interrupt handler for interrupt vector 21h, which is responsible for 

normal transfer of data involving I/O) will work just as they would for a normal MS-DOS 

device. Software developers do not have to do anything special for accessing CD-ROM 

disks. Application programs issue the same OPEN and READ calls as for any magnetic 

disk. These calls are translated to the corresponding command codes in the request header. 

The extensions support other call types in addition to the ordinary OPEN, READ, WRITE, 

SEEK, and CLOSE. These calls are listed in Table 3.1 and are described in detail in (3]. 

The last column in the table states whether NMFS supports the call (Y), can support the 

call with minor modifications (C), or can not support the call (N). As seen from the table, 

NMFS will not be able to support application software that make direct use of some of these 

calls. Certain modifications that can be done to NMFS to optimize its use with CD-ROM 

applications are listed below. 

e Choice of Filename Characters. Valid filename characters for CD-ROM files are the 

letters ‘A’ through ‘Z’, the digits ‘0’ through ‘9’, and the underscore character ‘_’. All 

other characters are invalid. NMFS files should also use this set. 

e Depth of Path. The pathname can be up to eight levels deep for CD-ROMs. All files 

created by NMFS should also obey this rule. 

e Updating data files on a CD-ROM. NMFS will need to provide updates to files that 

may be contained on a CD-ROM disk. For this purpose we can create a directory 

on the writeable hard disk with all updated files in them and have the CD-ROM 

extensions look there before searching the CD-ROM. 
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Table 3.1: Calls Supported by the MS-DOS CD-ROM Extensions 

The MS-DOS CD-ROM Extensions 
  

  

  

  

  

Name Description NMFS ? 

Init Made when the device is installed 

Media Check Checks the type of media 

Build BPB Builds the BIOS Parameter Block 

IOCTL Input Generic IOCTL request 
  

Input (Read) Request to read specified bytes 
  

Nondestructive Input A read with no wait function 
  

Input Status Sets status word 
  

Input Flush Frees input buffers; clears pending requests 
  

Output (Write) Request to write to specified location 
  

Output With Verify Verifies data before writing 
  

Output Status Reads status word 
  

Output Flush Writes unwritten buffers to the disk 
  

IOCTL Output Generic IOCTL request 
  

Device Open, Device Close Used to monitor number of users 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Removable Media Specifies removable media 

Output Until Busy Keeps writing till next request 

Read Long Reads a larger block of data than READ 

Read Long Prefetch Advisory seek; Not obligated to read 

Seek Used to relocate the head 

Play Audio Plays the selected audio tracks 

Stop Audio Discontinues playing the audio 

Write Long Copies data to the transfer address 
  

Write Long Verify Verifies data before writing 
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Resume Audio     Starts playing the audio again     
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3.2.2 Case Study of a Typical Multimedia Application: MAEstro 

This section looks at the calls made by a typical multimedia application to determine 

the type of interface that NMFS will be expected to provide. In particular, this section 

describes the calls made by Stanford University’s MAEstro [14, 13], which is an authoring 

tool. It also explains how these calls can be supported by NMFS. 

The MAEstro environment is a distributed, network-transparent, multimedia author- 

ing environment. It consists of a suite of applications and an inter-application messaging 

sytem. There is an application for each medium in the authoring environment and another 

application which is responsible for authorship. The application sends messages to the 

other applications in the environment via the network protocol. This network protocol is 

inserted into each application, to enable the applications to communicate with each other. 

The protocol has a relatively small set of messages designed to support simple operations 

on documents, plus messages for establishing, confirming, and ending communications with 

other applications. The following is the set of messages used by the MAEstro protocol 

that are relevant to NMFS since they deal with transfer of information across a network. 

The call descriptions are accompanied by comments on how calls similar to these can be 

supported by NMFS. 

e OpenDocument. An application sends this message to ask another application to open 

a particular document. This call is functionally equivalent to the Open call used by 

NMFS. 

e GetCurrentDocName. An application sends this message to ask another application 

for the name of its currently open or “active” document. NMFS can use the Read 

call to get the document name. 

e GetSelection. An application sends this message to ask another application for infor- 

mation about its current selection. The format of this information is called a Selection. 

NMFS can use the Read call to get information about the Selection. 
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e SetSelection. An application sends this message to ask another application to select 

part of an open document. The requesting application sends a Selection indicating 

what part of the document is to be selected. NMFS can use one or more Read calls 

to select parts of a document and then transmit them over the network. 

e PerformSelection. An application sends this message to ask another application to 

“perform” the current selection. For a text editor, this may mean highlighting a region 

of text; for a CD player, this may mean playing a particular section of the CD. NMFS 

can request data necessary to perform the Selection as described above. After this 

the local client’s peripherals can perform the requested data. 

e ConnectWithPortMgr. This function initiates a connection with the Port Manager, 

telling the Port Manager about the application’s name, port number, and hostname. 

By doing this, an application signals that it is ready to receive messages from other 

applications. NMFS can initiate a similar connection by sending the Open request on 

the control channel, which is a special channel used for setting up a connection with 

a server. 

e GetPortFromName. An application sends this message to the Port Manager when it 

wants to communicate with a particular application. The Port Manager will return the 

port information for the requested application, if possible, and launch the requested 

application, if necessary. NMFS can do this during connection setup by using the 

Read call and the function call associate-sd-path described in Section A.2.4. 

e DisconnectFromPortMgr. An application sends this message to the Port Manager 

when it is no longer willing to listen for network messages. Usually this is called just 

before the application quits. NMFS can do this using the Close call and the function 

call release-port described in Section A.2.4. 

e Ping. This message is used to check if the receiving application is still listening for 

messages. NMFS can check this by sending an Open request for that application. 
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e HaltSelection. An application sends this message to ask another application to halt 

performance of its current selection. For example, in case of a CD player this means 

stopping the audio and parking the playback head. NMFS can do this by sending a 

Close call. 

e PauseSelection. An application sends this message to ask another application to pause 

performance of its current selection. This is different from the HaltSelection message 

in that the assumption made by this message is that the interrupted selection will soon 

be resumed. For example, in the case of a CD player this will pause the audio but 

leave the playback head in place so that the audio can be resumed quickly. A similar 

effect can be achieved in NMFS by not sending out further Read calls. However, this 

could cause a delay when the selection is resumed. So instead, NMFS can send out 

some Read calls, even after a pause is requested, in order to have enough data to avoid 

delay upon resumption. 

e ResumeSelection. An application sends this message to ask another application to 

resume performance of its current selection. This message assumes that there is a 

current selection whose performance has been interrupted using the PauseSelection 

message. NMFS can do this by sending out more Read calls. 

The following MAEstro calls are not very relevant to NMFS since they do not deal with 

information transfer over a network. 

e GetOpenApps. This function asks the Port Manager to return a list of the applications 

currently advertizing their services. This is how an application finds out about the 

existence of other applications. 

e HideApplication. An application sends this message to ask another application to 

hide itself, i.e., to remove its windows from the screen, most likely by “iconifying” 

itself. 
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e ShowApplication. An application sends this message to ask another application to 

show itself. An authoring application might send this message to bring a particular 

media editor to the front of the window stack, allowing the author to work with the 

editor. 

e GetApplcon. An application sends this message to ask another application for an icon 

that should uniquely identify it. An authoring application might ask for the media 

editors’ icons so that it could present a palette of these icons to the author, showing 

the author which media are currently available for editing. 

3.3. Domain of Application of NMFS 

This section identifies the type of applications that can be supported by NMFS and 

identifies those cases where the protocol cannot provide total support. The following are 

the attributes of the application space over which NMFS can provide support. 

e Bandwidth-duration product. If an application is being played over the network, 

NMFS will require the client playing the application to have a cache that is sufficiently 

large to hold several seconds of presentation data. The cache size will be a factor of 

the bandwidth required and the duration of the presentation. A reasonably large 

cache could support applications where the bandwidth required is too high but the 

duration of presentation is low, or applications with low bandwidth requirements but 

relatively longer durations of presentation. 

e Amount of branching involved in the application. If a particular application offers 

a large number of choices to the user at various places in the application, then it 

becomes difficult for NMFS to correctly predict the data to prefetch. However, if 

a sufficiently large cache is available then NMFS can work efficiently by prefetching 

data from the various branches. 
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Network bandwidth required for presentation. Applications played over the network 

will necessitate a network bandwidth that is sufficient to support the application’s 

mean bandwidth requirement. For example, NMFS cannot support applications that 

involve full-motion video requiring a bandwidth of 2 to 3 Mbps if the underlying 

network is a 64 kbps telephone line. 

Duration of application. Shorter applications will not be significantly influenced by 

the variances in the background traffic. Also if the duration of the application is fairly 

short, e.g., a few minutes, then a relatively smaller cache with a capacity of 2 to 3 

Megabytes will be sufficient. 

QOS for presentation. If the QOS requirements are too stringent, NMFS may not be 

able to maintain them for the duration of the application. 

Single versus multiple servers. NMFS will support most applications that are con- 

tained entirely on a single drive on one server. However, the current version of NMFS 

will not support applications contained on multiple servers. 

Directories on different drives. NMFS will support most applications that consist of 

files located in different drives, but on the same server. 

Applications on CD-ROM. NMFS can provide support for applications contained on 

CD-ROM drives connected to a server. However, in cases where the audio output is 

in analog form and has to be connected to the sound driver hardware of the computer 

playing the application, a separate A/D converter is needed to convert the audio to a 

bit stream that can be transmitted over the network to the client. 

This chapter listed some of the key requirements of multimedia communications and 

then explained the application domain of NMFS. 
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Chapter 4 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The Network Multimedia File System (NMFS) protocol provides transparent access 

to shared files across networks and at the same time meets the real-time requirements of 

playback with high probability. In addition to text and binary files, NMFS is suitable for 

multimedia files, containing audio, video and other formats. NMFS is an application layer 

protocol and is intended to operate over any type of underlying network when a suitable 

transport protocol is used. 

Section 4.1 enumerates the assumptions that have been made to simplify the design. 

Section 4.2 introduces the key terms and concepts that are used in the protocol design. 

Section 4.3 takes a look at the service interface provided by the protocol. The service 

interface consists of four function calls: Open, Lseek, Read, and Close. Section 4.4 takes 

a detailed look at the key features of the NMFS protocol, including the protocol stack, 

buffering policy, and flow control mechanism. 

4.1 Simplifying Assumptions 

Listed below are some of the assumptions made in the NMFS design to make the problem 

tractable. Statement of the remaining assumptions requires certain NMFS-specific terms 

defined later; therefore these assumptions will be stated when the necessary terms are 

defined later in this chapter. 

Assumption 1 We assume a client-server model where all operations on server files are 

read-only; a client cannot write to a server file. 
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Assumption 2 The protocol operates on a collection of track files, auxiliary track files, an 

Anticipated Delivery Schedule (ADS) file, a Sync file, and a Filegroup file. This collection 

is called a file group (see Figure 4.1). 

| 
[TTT TT | 
|. J 

Auxiliary | Track Files [| 
\ 

7 | 

~——| | 

  

  

  

Track Files 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  ADS File 
  

  

Filegroup File <—__ | 
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Figure 4.1: The constituents of an NMFS file group. 

All of the files in a file group must reside on the same server. Each track file stores one 

or more types of media. The Filegroup file contains the names of the Sync file and the ADS 

file for the file group. It also contains the names of the various track files and the default 

QOS associated with those track files. Each auxiliary track file contains the name of the 

Filegroup file. The contents of the track files, the ADS file, and the Sync file are explained 

in Section 4.2. 
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Assumption 3 There is one transport layer connection per open track file, and each con- 

nection corresponds to one process on the client as well as the server. 

Assumption 4 The client machine will run the application. NMFS does not support use of 

a terminal, such as an X-terminal, to display a multimedia presentation from an application 

running on another machine. 

4,2 Preliminary Information 

In this section we consider some of the key concepts used in designing the protocol. 

4.2.1 The Protocol Stack 

Figure 4.2 shows the protocol stack for an NMFS client and server. The transport and 

network layers are similiar in function to their equivalent layers in the OSI model [45], 

except that in case of NMFS they must provide real-time delivery of data. 

The User sublayer at the client is similar to the Application layer of the OSI model in 

that it contains the application program which makes calls to the lower layers. Its peer 

at the server, namely the OS/File System sublayer, performs the functions of an operating 

system and takes suitable actions in response to the Open, Lseek, Read and Close calls 

made by the User sublayer. 

The NMFS-Client sublayer forms the request packets for the lower layers depending on 

the calls it receives from the User sublayer. At the other end, the NMFS-Server sublayer 

strips off the required bits from the packet, identifies the call type and passes that call to 

the OS/File System sublayer. The NMFS-Server sublayer also does packetization of the 

data packets while the NMFS-Client sublayer extracts data from these packets. 

The Buffer sublayer manages the cache to store the data that is prefetched using the 

ADS. Thus, the Buffer sublayer helps to smooth out variations in network latency. 

The NMFS protocol will be implemented on top of an existing transport layer protocol, 

such as HeiTP. We expect the underlying transport layer to provide some features to support 
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NMFS; these features are listed in Section A.1.5. 
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Figure 4.2: The protocol stack for NMFS. 

4.2.2 The File System Model 

NMFS is intended to work with any existing file format for multimedia applications. 

However, it should be pointed out that different developers have made specific choices for 

their applications and these choices differ widely. Subsequently, we make certain general 

assumptions for our file system and describe later in this section how NMFS interprets data 

stored by different multimedia authoring systems. 

As stated in Section 4.1, in our server file system model a particular multimedia applica- 

tion is stored in a set of one or more files referred to as a file group. The different media may 

be stored in one or more track files, henceforth referred to as tracks. Each track is divided 

into application data units (ADUs) [9], which are defined as the units of error recovery. Ifa 

particular amount of data is lost, the protocol can request retransmission of the ADUs that 
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contain the lost data. Such requests cannot be made for a partial ADU. Thus an ADU is 

the smallest unit of data and the size of an ADU is such that it is less than or equal to the 

maximum transfer unit (MTU) of the underlying network. This means that the ADU sizes 

vary from one network to another. For example, if we have two different network paths, 

one over Ethernet and the other over FDDI, between the client and the server, then the 

protocol creates two different sets of ADU boundaries in the track files corresponding to 

the MTU sizes on the two networks. In case the underlying network consists of a combi- 

nation of several networks, such as Ethernet and FDDI, then we use the minimum of the 

MTU of all networks comprising the path from the client to the server. The ADU size is 

determined automatically during program execution. The manner in which the ADUs are 

routed between the client and the server by the underlying network is not specified by the 

NMFS protocol. 

A block is a sequential collection of ADUs in a track that all share the same error recovery 

mechanism. ADUs cannot cross block boundaries because the same unit of data cannot 

have two different error recovery mechanisms. A set of ADUs in one or more tracks that are 

expected to be needed at about the same time for presentation are logically grouped into a 

collection of ADUs (CADUs). The relation between tracks, blocks, ADUs, and CADU’s is 

illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

The ADUs in a track are numbered sequentially starting with sequence number 0 and 

are stored contiguously in the track file. Thus two ADUs, or any other data storage units, 

are contiguous if their sequence numbers within a file differ by one. The CADUs are also 

numbered sequentially starting with sequence number 0. The CADUs are of variable size 

and one or more such CADUs will physically constitute a presentation frame. A presentation 

frame is defined as the amount of data needed to provide one unit of presentation on the 

client’s system. For example, if a video display requires a playback rate of 30 frames per 

second, then there will be 30 presentation frames that will be formed every second and each 

of these presentation frames will include a video frame and the associated data from the 

other media. Also, the maximum size of a CADU is limited by the size of a presentation 
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Figure 4.3: Relation between tracks, blocks, ADUs, and CADUs. 

frame and a CADU cannot be distributed over two different presentation frames. This 

restriction is necessary to prevent loss of more than one presentation frame when a given 

CADU is lost. 

Assumption 5 CADUs are divided into two classes based on the type of error recovery 

used. If a class I CADU, such as a CADU that contains reference video information, is lost 

a retransmission request is sent. No error recovery is done for class II CADUs. If all or 

part of a class II CADU is lost or corrupted, then the loss is ignored. 

As mentioned before, NMFS can work with different file formats. Figure 4.4 shows four 

examples of ways of storing multimedia data in files. For simplicity, we assume that the 

multimedia data consists of just audio and video and the total number of CADUs stored 

is five (numbered from 0 through 4). Also, the video segment that constitutes CADU x is 
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represented by Vx, and the corresponding audio segment is represented by Ax. 

Case 1: Single file; non-interleaved storage 
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Figure 4.4: Different ways of storing multimedia data on files 

Cases 1 and 2 in Figure 4.4 represent the cases where both audio and video are stored 

in the same file. However, in case 1 all the video is stored contiguously, followed by all 

the audio. Here, when the user application needs CADU 1 it makes a Read call to request 

the bytes which represent V1 and another Read to request bytes which represent Al. The 

protocol reads those bytes from the file, creates MTU-sized ADUs from these bytes, with 
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the last ADU being smaller than the MTU size if needed, and sends these ADUs over the 

network. For example, assume that V1 begins at byte 2001 and is 3000 bytes long, while 

Al begins at location 12401 and is 200 bytes long. Let the MTU of the underlying network 

be 1460 bytes. Therefore, the ADU size cannot exceed 1460 bytes. Now when the user 

application needs CADU 1, it first makes a Read call to request 3000 bytes starting from 

location 2001. The protocol gets these 3000 bytes and sends 1460 bytes in the first packet, 

1460 in the second and just 80 bytes in the third. Next, the user application makes a Read 

call to request 200 bytes starting from location 12401 and these 200 bytes are then sent 

over the network in a fourth packet. 

In case 2, the storage of audio and video is interleaved. When the user application needs 

CADU 1, it requests the bytes that contain V1 and A1 in one Read call. The protocol reads 

all 3200 bytes, sends 1460 bytes in the first packet, 1460 in the second and 280 in the third. 

This file organization thus helps to reduce the number of network packets used as compared 

to case 1, but interleaved storage requires that the entity that stores the data files have a 

priort knowledge about the video and audio bytes that are usually requested at the same 

time. 

In case 3, the audio and video are stored in different files. This case is analogous to the 

one we have assumed for our file system model, shown in Figure 3.1, in which each media 

type is stored in a different track file. To get the data for CADU 1, the user application 

makes Read requests to the two different files and the protocol reads the specified bytes and 

sends them in four network packets exactly as in case 1, except that in this case the fourth 

packet is read from a second file. 

Case 4 is a little different from the preceding cases in that there is a list of pointers that 

point to the location in the multimedia object pool where the data is stored. Each file in 

this pool may be a track file, a part of a track file or a combination of several track files. 

Apple’s QuickTime [11] uses a file system model analogous to the one depicted in case 4. 

To get the data for CADU 1, the application makes Read calls to the files that contain 

the pointers and determines the location of the actual data. It then makes Read calls to 
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read the data from those locations. As far as NMFS is concerned, it reads the bytes from 

the specified locations and sends the resulting ADUs back to the user application. This 

case requires more Read calls than the previous cases to request the same amount of data. 

The number of packets required will depend on the type of storage used in the pool. If the 

storage is interleaved as in case 2, then three packets will be required, and if it is continuous 

as in case 1 or 3, then four packets will be required. If the pool has been segmented, such 

as from editing, even more packets may be needed. 

4.2.3 NMES packet format 

NMFS packets are formed such that each NMFS packet fits into the selected MTU. 

This means that the size of the NMFS packet depends on the underlying network. We have 

decided on a general format for these packets, as shown in Figure 4.5. 

1 byte 
——<$—_ —_ > 

  

Packet 
Other Fields (Data/Control Information) 

Type 
      
  

Figure 4.5: General format for the NMFS packet 

The field packet type is a single byte that indicates whether the packet is a request 

packet (if the most significant bit is 0) or a response packet (if the most significant bit is 1). 

It also indicates the type of call which resulted in this packet. The different call types are 

LOOKUP, GETATTR, READ, TOPEN, TCLOSE, and TREAD. The call types have been 

selected to make the NMFS packet look like the NFS packet [34]. The remaining fields in 

the NMFS packet are assigned depending on the value of the field packet type. Figures 4.6 

and 4.7 show the field assignments for each of the packet types. Section A.2.2 (pages 66-70) 

explains these packets and the corresponding field assignments in detail. 
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Figure 4.6: Formats for the different request packets 

4.2.4 Anticipated Delivery Schedule 

A primary objective is to provide a service with constant latency using an underlying 

network with variable latency. To achieve this objective, the NMFS client prefetches the 

CADUs that it anticipates the application will use in the near future. To anticipate these 

CADUs, an auxiliary file called the anticipated delivery schedule (ADS) is associated with 

each file group. 

The ADS can be implemented in different ways. One possible implementation is an 

N +2 by N matrix, where N is the total number of CADUs in the file group. Element 
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(t,7) of the matrix contains an estimate of the probability that the application will next 

make Read calls to request CADU j, given that it last requested CADU 7. This probability 

reflects the total number of accesses made in that sequence in the past. For example, if the 

probability value stored in element (7,7) is p and the total number of accesses made to the 

application is t, then the number of times CADU j was accessed after CADU 2 is given by 

n=pt. Upon completion of each application run, these probabilities are updated to include 

the access pattern of that run. This is done using a log file that is written by the NMFS 

client each time a Read call is made. Element (0,7) of the matrix contains the probability 
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Figure 4.7: Formats for the different response packets 
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that the CADU j) will be the first CADU that will be requested by the application. This 

information is useful in deciding which CADUs to prefetch initially. Element (n + 1,7) 

contains the probability that the CADU 37 will be the last CADU that will be requested by 

the application. This information is useful in deciding when to stop prefetching data. 

The ADS may be stored on the client, in which case the numbers reflect the behavior of 

that client when accessing the current application. A default ADS is always stored on the 

server representing the aggregate behavior of all the clients that access the application. 

Assumption 6 The server and/or the client stores a copy of the anticipated delivery sched- 

ule, which helps in anticipating future CADUs. A default ADS is always stored at the server. 

If the client stores the ADS, the ADS is likely to give a more accurate estimate of the 

data to be fetched, than if it is on the server, since it represents the behavior of the specific 

client. In the case where the ADS is at the server, the behavior of a particular client may be 

totally different from that of the aggregate behavior of the other clients as reflected by the 

ADS. So, it is preferable to have a copy of the ADS on the client. However, if a client does 

not or cannot store its own copy of the ADS, then it can use the Read call to download the 

default ADS at the start of the application. At the end of each application run, the client 

has to send a copy of the log file to the server which then updates its copy of the ADS based 

on this log file. Since the availabilty of disk memory at a client may change with time, the 

client has the option of storing its own copy of the ADS. 

It should be noted that the first time that an application is run, the ADS will not 

have any information about past accesses. So, the ADS is created in such a way that it 

predicts a sequential access pattern, i.e., CADU 0 followed by CADU 1 and so on. As the 

application is then run, the ADS is modified and gives better predictions. It is also possible 

that a future authoring system may create its own ADS and such an ADS might never be 

modified. If the authoring system does create the ADS, it is likely that this ADS will give 

a more accurate estimate of the data to prefetch, since the authoring system has an idea 

of the various paths that are possible whenever that application is accessed. For clients 
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that have read-only memories such as a CD-ROM or for clients that are diskless, the client 

cannot update the ADS locally. Further, we may not be able even to write a log file at the 

client. To accomodate such cases, we assume that the server has some form of writeable 

memory, so that each time a Read call is made, the client sends an indication over the 

network to log the call in a log file at the server. This enables the server to update the 

ADS at the end of the run. Also, the various files in a file group can be stored in different 

directories on the same server. This is because if the track files are in a CD-ROM, the ADS 

file will still have to be in writeable memory to facilitate its update. 

4.2.5 Synchronization 

Synchronization between tracks within a file group is achieved by providing an auxiliary 

file called the Sync file. This file contains information that identifies the ADUs from various 

tracks that constitute a particular CADU. 

Assumption 7 An auziliary file, called the Sync file provides the synchronization infor- 

mation between various tracks by identifying the ADU’s from different files that constitute 

a particular CADU. 

4.3 Service Interface 

The service interface of the NMFS protocol consists of four function calls that are 

identical to standard function calls in DOS or Unix. 

Open Call: The parameters passed in the Open call include the pathname of the file to 

be opened on the server, the mode in which the file is to be created (used only if the file is 

created), and the flags that define the manner in which the file is to be opened. Optionally, 

the Open cal! can also pass the QOS parameters. If the QOS parameters are not specified 

in the Open call, then a default set of QOS parameters is used based on the type of media 
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that the given file contains. The QOS parameters are similar to the ones used by [40] and 

are listed below: 

® mean and maximum bandwidth, 

e inter-CADU delay (ICD), which is the maximum delay in seconds, between two suc- 

cessive CADUs that can be tolerated by the client, 

e maximum glitch duration (MGD), which is the maximum number of CADUs that can 

be dropped consecutively by the User sublayer, and 

e divergence delay (DD), which is the maximum skew, in seconds, that can be tolerated 

between corresponding ADU’s from different tracks, but belonging to the same CADU. 

Assumption 8 Satisfying the QOS parameters is the responsibility of the underlying trans- 

port layer. 

If the Open request cannot be satisfied, the user can retry with less stringent QOS 

parameters or retry with the same parameters at a later time. 

The return value of this call is an integer value as in the case of DOS or Unix. If it is 

negative, then it indicates an error and there are error codes corresponding to the possible 

error conditions. If there is no error, then the return value is the file descriptor. 

Lseek call: The system call Lseek moves the file pointer, which is stored at the client, 

associated with a file or device open for reading or writing. The parameters passed are the 

file descriptor of the file in which to seek, the offset in bytes to move the associated file 

pointer, and the position in the file from where to move those bytes. 

The return value of this call is a long integer giving the current file pointer. This pointer 

is measured in bytes from the beginning of the file, where the first byte is byte 0. If the 

return value is -1, it indicates an error. 
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Read Call: The Read call specifies the descriptor of the file from which to read, the 

number of bytes of data to read, and the buffer location in which to write this data. 

If the returned value is 0, then the end-of-file has been reached. If the Read is successful, 

the number of bytes actually read is returned. Otherwise, a -1 is returned to indicate an 

error. 

If errors occur frequently for Read calls, the connection is aborted and the user has to 

reopen the file, possibly with less stringent QOS parameters. 

Close Call: The client closes an application by sending a Close request to the server. The 

Close request specifies the file descriptor that was returned when that specific application 

was opened. 

Upon successful completion, a value of 0 is returned. Otherwise, a value of -1 is returned 

to indicate an error. 

4.4 Control Mechanisms for NMFS 

The following section discusses the control mechanisms used in the design of the protocol. 

4.4.1 The Buffering Mechanism 

NMFS buffers in a cache at the client a certain amount of data that is likely to be 

referenced in the near future. The size of the cache depends on the amount of memory 

available at the client. Detailed studies to determine an optimum size for the cache are 

beyond the scope of this thesis. We have not fixed a specific lower limit on the size. However, 

it should be large enough to hold CADUs that contain data that constitutes several seconds 

of presentation. 

Assumption 9 The client buffer is large enough to hold CADUs that account for several 

seconds of multimedia presentation at the client system. 
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The cache is organized as a set of variable size CADUs. The cache is addressed with a 

CADU number and an offset within a CADU. The cache is used for two purposes. First, 

it is used to convert a network with variable latency into a service with constant latency. 

Second, it is used to hold CADUs that are anticipated to be used in the near future to 

reduce the network traffic. The cache is subject to a policy for replacing CADUs when the 

client makes a Read call for a CADU that is not in the cache. In this way the cache is 

conventional. However, the cache is unconventional in that the replacement policy uses the 

ADS to anticipate future CADUs that will be read and notifies the server to presend these 

CADUs before the client actually reads them. 

The cache also obeys an allocation policy that dynamically allocates the available mem- 

ory to the various files and connections open at any given time. There is a minimum amount 

of memory, an amount that can store data sufficient to form 2 to 3 seconds of presentation, 

that has to be dedicated to any open file. If this amount of memory can be spared, then the 

Buffer sublayer notifies the User sublayer that the connection can be opened. It should be 

noted that this minimum memory may be different for files storing different media types, 

as the QOS requirements associated with each media type may be different. For example, 

a video file needs much more minimum memory than a text file from the same application. 

Also, if at any point of time very few files are open and there is a large amount of available 

memory in the cache, then the protocol can distribute this memory as appropriate among 

the open files. However, this requires reallocation of memory every time a new file is opened. 

One problem with this buffer implementation is that the data has to be copied twice, 

into and out of the cache. This implies that at peak rates, the client’s memory will have 

to support twice the bandwidth requirement of each media. This problem can be avoided 

if writes into the cache are interleaved with the reads from the cache. This will mean that 

we will never have to support both actions at the same time. Another problem is that if 

we prefetch more data than is actually required for presentation, the load on the network 

increases. Possible ways of avoiding this problem include prefetching the data well ahead of 

the actual requirement, instead of the 2 to 3 seconds proposed earlier, and providing larger 
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buffers. It should be noted that solutions to these problems are beyond the scope of this 

thesis. 

4.4.2 Rate Control Mechanism 

We use the term rate control as opposed to flow control to describe the flow control done 

by the Buffer sublayer, since flow control in the conventional sense is done by the transport 

layer. The rate control is an enhancement to the transport layer’s flow control and speeds 

up or slows down the requests for ADUs depending on cache availability. 

Rate control is based on a model of the client buffer as a bucket with a spout at the 

bottom that delivers water to the client. This differs from a leaky bucket scheme [8] in 

that the buffer occupancy is used to set the server’s transmission rate. The entry of water, 

in our case ADUs, is sporadic. For example, the delivery of ADU’s may be slowed by a 

sudden burst in other network traffic or interrupted entirely by a sequence of collisions in an 

Ethernet. However, if the bucket never empties then the exit of water from the spout occurs 

at constant rate. In NMFS, the bucket corresponds to the set of ADUs within the cache 

that have been prefetched by the client. There are low and high water marks associated 

with the bucket. If the number of ADUs buffered for future use reaches the low water mark, 

then the client side tells the server side to send ADU’s at a rate faster than real-time. At 

the high water mark, the client tells the server to return to sending ADU’s at real-time, 

i.e., at the same rate at which the client presents them. If the client buffer falls much below 

the low water mark, the NMFS client can attempt to slow down the presentation rate to 

avoid emptying the buffer, or else abort the connection if such is not allowed according to 

the QOS specifications. 

4.4.3 Error Handling 

For each application, the user specifies an error-handling routine that should be called 

in case of errors. This routine is usually specified as a set of rules and is stored on the 

server as part of the file group. It is downloaded to the client whenever any track file in 
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that application is opened. This routine usually provides for retransmission of the class I 

CADUs if they are lost en route to the client. For this purpose a timer is started as soon as 

the request for a CADU is sent. The timer expires after a predetermined amount of time 

called the retransmission time. If the timer expires before the requested CADU is received, 

then a new request for the CADU is generated. However, if the CADU is received within 

this time, the timer is reset. For the rest of the CADUs, i.e., class II CADUs, usually no 

error recovery is done. Sometimes the routine specifies the substitute CADU to be used 

if a CADU is lost. This CADU could be a null CADU, which basically means that the 

application ignores the error and proceeds with the next request. 

This chapter explained the design considerations involved in the design of the NMFS 

protocol and also explained some of the key features of the protocol. 
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Chapter 5 

DESIGN DESCRIPTION AND SIMULATION 

In this chapter we examine the mechanisms used to implement the design policies de- 

scribed in the previous chapter. | 

Section 5.1 describes the method used to implement the service interface of NMFS, 

namely the Open, Lseek, Read and Close calls. Section 5.2 briefly outlines the method used 

to specify the protocol. Section 5.3 describes possible implementations of key policy func- 

tions used in the protocol specification. Finally, Section 5.4 takes a look at the simulation 

procedure used to verify the correctness of the protocol. 

5.1 Implementation of the Service Interface 

This section describes the manner in which the Open, Lseek, Read and Close calls of 

the client are implemented by NMFS. 

5.1.1 Open Call 

A client begins an application by sending an Open call to open a file that forms part of 

a particular multimedia application. In the Open request, the NMFS client side can request 

a copy of the ADS from the server if the client does not have an ADS for the file being 

opened. 

The Open request can optionally specify an estimate of the maximum and average QOS 

parameters to be used in subsequent reads. The server decides whether or not to accept 

the request based on its estimate of whether the networks between the client and server 

can satisfy the estimated QOS. To do this, the server uses statistics collected in the past, 
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if available, about the mean and variance of network load. For example, for a server on 

a LAN that has frequent interactions with LAN clients, the server can add the aggregate 

bandwidths of existing NMFS open multimedia material, add the mean background traffic, 

and use the variance observed in the recent past to estimate whether the LAN can sustain 

additional open multimedia files. This mechanism is explained in Section B.4. 

If the return value of the Open call is a negative integer, it means that the call is 

unsuccessful and the return value corresponds to an error code that specifies the reason for 

the failure. 

If the open request can be satisfied the return value is a positive integer that is the 

file descriptor that identifies the connection. Sometimes a client may be reading from two 

different file systems on different servers and both may return the same file descriptor. To 

keep these descriptors unique, the protocol appends its own identifier to the return value of 

the open call, to generate a unique file descriptor for each open connection. 

Once the Open request is satisfied, the protocol opens the ADS file for that application. 

This can be done easily since we assume that for any multimedia track file xyz.*, there is 

an auxiliary track file (ATF) xyz.atf that contains the name of the Filegroup file for the 

file group to which the file being opened belongs. The Filegroup file contains the name of 

the ADS file for this file group. It also contains the default QOS parameters associated 

with all the track files. These default QOS parameters are used when the Open call does 

not specify the QOS parameters. Once the Open request is satisfied, the protocol checks 

whether the QOS can be satisfied. If it cannot be satisfied, the NMFS-Client sublayer sends 

an appropriate message to the user. Thus before a user can start a multimedia application, 

there is a delay called the setup tume. This includes the time for connection negotiation, as 

well as time for actually setting up the connections. The protocol also references the ADS 

and requests a certain amount of anticipated data over the network during this time to 

fill the client buffer with several data frames even before the user actually sends a request 

for one. This helps the protocol maintain a lead over the real-time requests made by the 

application. Section A.4.2 describes the above actions in detail. 
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5.1.2 Lseek Call 

The client uses the Lseek call to move the file pointer around within an open file. It 

does this before reading from a location which is quite remote from the current location in 

that file. The NMFS sublayer on the client side merely stores the new position of the file 

pointer in a data structure and thus the Lseek call does not result in the transmission of an 

NMFS request over the network. However, the protocol takes advantage of the fact that an 

Lseek to a location is generally followed by a Read from that location and uses the ADS to 

prefetch CADUs that are likely to be accessed after the CADU at the location where the 

Lseek was done. On the server side, whenever there is a Read request, the NMFS sublayer 

generates its own call to the OS/File System sublayer to seek to that position in the file 

system where the requested data is stored if the file pointer is currently not pointing to that 

location. Sections A.4.2 and A.4.3 describe the above actions in detail. 

5.1.3 Read Call 

Following an Open call, the client can perform Read calls. The client side of NMFS first 

searches the client cache for the CADU to satisfy the read. If the CADU is not cached, 

the protocol checks if that CADU belongs to class I (reference video). If it does, then the 

protocol forms a request packet for that CADU and the application suffers a delay equal to 

the time required to fetch this CADU over the network. This, however, is necessary since 

the reference video CADU contains important information that is needed to decode future 

CADUs. However, if the CADU does not belong to class I, this delay is not warranted 

and the protocol ignores the current request and proceeds to the next request. If several 

successive Reads result in cache misses, then the data that has been prefetched is different 

from the data that the user needs. In this case, the client generates request packets for the 

necessary CADUs and passes the responses to the User sublayer when they are received. 

This results in the application being stopped for some time, but at least after this delay the 

user gets the necessary data. 
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If the CADU requested in the Read is cached, then it is passed to the User sublayer for 

presentation. Irrespective of whether the CADU is cached or not, whenever it receives a 

Read request, the client uses its copy of the ADS and a cache replacement policy to select 

m client caches to free, and then sends the NMFS server a Read request for m ADUs to fill 

the caches with anticipated data. See Section 5.3 for the cache replacement algorithm. The 

server then reads the ADUs that constitute the CADUs requested, from the file system, 

and sends them back in the response packets. Because these ADUs form different packets 

that travel over different connections and possibly reach the client using different routes, 

the transport layer at the client has to reassemble these ADUs into a CADU and then pass 

the entire CADU to the Buffer sublayer. Existing transport protocols, such as HeiTP will 

allow us to do this and for those protocols that do not allow this we assume that we can do 

this with minor modifications to those protocols. 

5.1.4 Close Call 

The client closes the connection by sending a Close request to the server. This request 

specifies the unique descriptor associated with the corresponding Open request. 

The protocol also provides a unique facility by which the Buffer sublayer at the client 

itself can request the connection to be closed. The Buffer sublayer does this if the ADS is 

mispredicting a lot and, more often than not, the requested data has not been preloaded 

into the cache. This means that the presentation at the client is subject to major faults 

and under these circumstances it is better to close the connection. So, the Buffer sublayer 

sends an internal close request to the User sublayer at the client, which then schedules a 

Close call for the server to close the connection. 

5.2 Protocol Specification 

The protocol specification has been done in a manner similar to that used by Abrams 

for his TCP/IP model [6]. The NMFS specification makes use of extended finite state ma- 
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chines (EFSM’s) along with some code in the C++ language. Appendix A includes the 

entire protocol specification which contains mechanisms to do all the necessary operations 

required by NMFS, but deliberately omits algorithms for certain policies that can be im- 

plemented in several ways. This is done since it is a standard operating systems design 

procedure to distinguish between policies and mechanisms. A mechanism is defined as a set 

of components used to implement any of a set of strategies, whereas a policy is a particu- 

lar strategy that dictates the way that a mechanism is used to achieve specific goals [35]. 

These policy functions provide information necessary to the protocol. The implementation 

of these functions is left to the people who actually implement the protocol, thus leaving 

room for maneuverability. However, we do provide examples of some of the more important 

policy functions; these are described in the next section. The actual policy algorithms are 

listed in Appendix B. 

5.3 Explanation of Policy Functions 

This section describes the manner in which policy functions used in the protocol specifi- 

cation can be implemented. All these functions are called by the NMFS and Buffer sublayers 

of the client protocol stack. 

Accept(): This function monitors the network traffic between the client and the server 

and returns true if the entire network between the two can support the additional bandwidth 

needed to satisfy the QOS parameters of this connection. To determine this, the function 

calculates the sum of the peak bandwidth requirements of each track file and to this adds 

a figure that represents the bandwidth being used by the background traffic (the mean and 

variance of the mean are used to calculate this figure). If the sum of these two is within 

the capacity of the underlying network, then the function returns true. Otherwise false is 

returned. 
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Future(int n) and First(int n): Given that the filegroup identifier is fd and the current 

CADJU, i.e., the CADU being provided to the User sublayer, number is cseg, the function 

Future returns the sequence numbers of the n CADUs that are most likely to be requested 

in the future. To do this, the function accesses the ADS using cseg and gets the sequence 

number of the CADU with the highest probabilty of being accessed after the CADU cseg. 

In case this highest probability is not unique, i.e., multiple CADUs are equally likely to be 

requested after the current CADU, we use the sequence number of the first CADU in this 

row that has the highest probability. Starting at this CADU number the function gets the 

next L CADU sequence numbers and stores those numbers if the corresponding CADUs 

are not present in the buffer. D is a number that indicates the minimum number of CADUs 

that should be buffered in any given expected path and is a function of the low-water mark 

in the “leaky bucket” buffer described in Section 4.4.2. Next, the function gets the sequence 

number of the CADU with the next highest probability and repeats the above procedure. 

In the case of non-unique probabilities, the function gets the sequence number of the next 

CADU with this same highest probability. This is done until n CADU sequence numbers 

are stored and these n numbers are then returned. 

Function First can be implemented in a similar way. Function First gets the sequence 

number of the first CADU in the specified filegroup by looking at the probability values in 

the first row of the ADS matrix file. It then proceeds to get the sequence numbers of the 

other CADUs in a manner similar to that described for function Future. 

Replace(int n): Function Replace implements the cache replacement policy function. 

Given that the sequence number of the last CADU transferred from the cache to the User 

sublayer is cseg, the function selects n CADUs based on the predetermined policy and 

removes them from the cache. One possible cache replacement policy could be least recently 

used (LRU) which could be implemented as follows. 

First the function gets the sequence numbers of the n LRU CADUs. Next it accesses 

the ADS using the current CADU sequence number and finds out the probability of access 
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for each of these n CADUs. If m of these CADUs are likely to be requested in the near 

future, i.e., if their probability values are among the top five values, then the function 

retains these CADUs and removes the remaining m — n CADUs from the cache. Next the 

function gets m more LRU CADU sequence numbers and their probabilities of access and 

compares their probabilities with those of the m retained earlier. Out of these 2m CADUs 

the function removes the m CADUs that have lower probabilities. Actually these iterations 

can be repeated more times to get a conservative estimate of the CADUs to be removed 

from the cache. 

Buf-free(): The function Buf-free returns an integer that indicates the number of buffers 

that are empty and can be used by the specified connection. To do this it first finds out 

the number of connections open at this client and divides the total available buffer (cache) 

memory by the number of connections to get the amount of memory currently allocated per 

connection. This value changes dynamically, and as more connections are opened (closed) 

this figure will decrease (increase). Next the function finds out the number of buffers that 

have already been filled by the specified connection and subtracts this number from the 

figure that represents the total memory currently allocated to it. This gives us the buffer 

space currently available for the specified connection and the function returns this value. 

Rate-ctrl(): The Rate-Ctrl function implements the rate control mechanism. It adjusts 

the new rate based on the old rate and the buffer occupancy. If the buffer occupancy falls 

below the low level mark, then the rate is increased and is sustained at that value until the 

occupancy reaches the high level mark. Then the rate is decreased once again to its original 

value. 

The exact mechanism of modifying the rates will become clear after simulation experi- 

ments. For example, there could be multiple level marks in the buffer, instead of just two, 

the high and low marks. The rate can be modified more frequently depending on the current 

buffer occupancy, rather than modifying it just at those two points. 
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5.4 Simulation Mechanism 

To verify the correctness of the protocol specification, we use the SMURPH (System 

for Modeling Unslotted Real-time PHenomena) simulation tool developed at the University 

of Alberta, Canada. SMURPH is a package for simulating communication protocols at 

the medium access control (MAC) level [19]. SMURPH can be viewed as both an imple- 

mentation of a certain protocol specification language based on C++ and an event-driven, 

discrete-time simulator that provides a virtual, but realistic, and controlled environment 

for protocol execution. SMURPH can be used for prototyping low-level communication 

protocols and investigating their quantitative (performance) and qualitative (correctness) 

properties. The simulation part is almost completely invisible to the user. All simulation- 

related operations are covered by a high-level interface perceptible as a collection of abstract 

objects, methods, and functions. A protocol description in SMURPH looks like a program 

that could be executed on hypothetical communication hardware. This program is built 

from user extensions of some standard data types and interrupt-driven processes structured 

like finite state machines. SMURPH emulates the communication hardware on which the 

protocol is to be run and thus provides a realistic environment for its execution. 

A SMURPH program consisting of the protocol source code, network description, and 

traffic specification is translated into a C++ program. The C++ code is then compiled 

and linked with the SMURPH library to build a stand-alone, executable module that can 

be viewed as a simulator for the system described by the user program. Instead of running 

the simulator directly, the user may choose to execute it under the control of SERDEL 

(Supervisor for Executing Remote Distributed Experiments on a LAN) that provides sup- 

port for coordinating multiple simulation experiments executed in the environment of a 

local network of computers. SERDEL takes care of migrating the experiments from busy 

machines to idle ones and starts new experiments when more machines become available. It 

also takes care of periodic checkpointing, detecting machine/system failures and restarting 

the affected experiments from checkpoint files. 
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Several test cases have been developed to verify the correctness of the NMFS specifica- 

tion using this simulation tool. The tests are described in Appendix C. These tests have 

been successfully run on Ethernet and FDDI networks using the SMURPH simulator. 

This chapter described the mechanisms used to implement the NMFS protocol and also 

specified the simulation mechanism that was used to prove the protocol correctness. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 

6.1 Summary of the Research Contributions 

NMFS provides transparent access to shared files across networks, much like Sun’s 

NFS. However, NMFS differs from NFS in that it provides a connection-oriented service 

that allows the user to specify QOS parameters and reserve resources for satisfying those 

parameters. NMFS is an application layer protocol and is intended to work with existing 

multimedia applications, unaltered, and on multiple platforms. NMFS will operate over 

some existing transport protocol, such as HeiTP, that can support features such as QOS 

specification and resource allocation. 

The thesis presents several new ideas. One such idea is that of using an Anticipated 

Delivery Schedule (ADS) to store information on the probabilities of future access of each 

CADU, which is a collection of data units from various tracks. Using the ADS, the protocol 

requests the data that is likely to be requested in the near future and stores it in the client 

buffer. The buffer space is dynamically divided among the various connections open at any 

time. 

The rate control mechanism presented in this thesis is also unique. It uses the dynamically- 

managed buffer to smooth out delays in the network. Whenever the buffer occupancy is 

high, i.e., above the high-water mark, it means that there are enough CADUs in the buffer 

to take care of several seconds of expected presentation requests and the protocol reduces 

the rate at which requests are sent over the network. If the buffer occupancy falls below the 

low-water mark, the protocol increases the rate to a value greater than the rate at which 

the user makes requests. 
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Another contribution is the idea of the client monitoring the background traffic to help it 

make decisions about whether to accept a new connection. Once the QOS parameters have 

been agreed upon during connection setup, NMFS guarantees that these will be satisfied. 

If the parameters are violated, then the protocol can abruptly close the connection. 

The error handling mechanism provides for the retransmission of data that contains 

information necessary to decode the data that follows. But for other types, error recovery 

is done with the help of a user-specified algorithm. 

Thus the NMFS protocol can be viewed as a protocol that provides real-time delivery of 

multimedia data over ordinary data networks with a high degree of reliability by providing 

a service with constant latency over a network with variable latency. 

6.2 Directions for Future Work 

The protocol correctness is currently being tested using the simulation tool SMURPH. 

Detailed performance studies will be done at a later stage. Based on the results we get from 

the performance studies we plan to implement a version of NMFS over the Ethernet and 

FDDI LANs at Virginia Tech. Simultaneously, a version of NMFS will also be implemented 

on the Internet between Virginia Tech and Florida State University. The typical users at 

Virginia Tech would be the students and other beneficiaries of the Blacksburg Electronic 

Village [15]. Typical network accesses would include students accessing computer-aided 

course material, class notes and tutorials in multimedia format from a central database 

on campus. In addition, there can be other applications, like teachers using multimedia 

material during lectures, faculty and students from different universities exchanging course 

material and research ideas in multimedia format, etc. As part of the SUCCEED project, 

which has funded part of this research, the group plans to develop hypermedia material 

both at Virginia Tech as well as FSU and exchange this material over the Internet using 

NMFS as the transport mechanism. 

There are a number of ways in which the NMFS protocol design can be extended. A 
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Figure 6.1: Proposed locations of file caches in the Internet 
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Figure 6.2: Protocol Stack for a future version that would provide file caching 

feature that can be added in the next version is file-caching within the network [10], as shown 

in Figure 6.1. The current version has been designed with this view in mind and the protocol 

stack will need minimal modification to represent the actions taken at the intermediate In- 

Network Cache (INC) modules. Figure 6.2 shows one possible representation of the protocol 

stack for such a design. 

Future work can also be done in the following areas. 

e Provide actual implementations of real-time synchronization schemes by providing 

time-stamps on each NMFS packet. The current version does propose one such 

scheme, but it has not been implemented in the design, partly due to lack of suitable 

hardware and software resources. 

e Use the concept of a block introduced in Section 5.2 to renegotiate connections when- 

ever the application moves from one block to another, since different blocks have 

different requirements. This will help in optimizing the use of the network resources. 

e Provide extensions to the NMFS protocol to make it operate with a read-write file 

system. The current version supports read-only. 
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e Allow an application that runs over NMFS to access multimedia material that consists 

of track files stored on more than one server. In the current version all the track files 

have to be on the same server. 

e Provide extensions to authoring systems that will enable them to generate their own 

ADS when they create a new application. Also, currently the ADS uses a Marko- 

vian assumption. Future work can be done to make the ADS provide more accurate 

information. 

e The performance of the policy functions described in Appendix B can be investigated 

and better implementations can be suggested to achieve a more efficient implementa- 

tion. 

This chapter summarized the research contributions of this thesis and also provided 

some directions for future work in this area. 
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Appendix A 

PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION 

A.1 Overview 

A.1.1 Introduction 

The NMFS system is modularized into four functional units: 

(1) The protocol 

(2) The buffer mechanism 

(3) The ADS definition and its prediction algorithms 

(4) The error recovery mechanism(s) 

This appendix describes the protocol in detail, and also explains the interaction between the 

protocol and the other modules. The other three modules are left open-ended and can be 

modified independently based on the evolving needs of the NMFS protocol, the underlying 

network, and the multimedia data itself. Although these modules are not part of the main 

protocol, an example implementation of each is provided. 

A.1.2 Definitions 

A filegroup is a collection of files associated with the same presentation. 

A track is synonymous with a file. A filegroup is made up of tracks. 

A segment is any subsequence of characters in a track file. ADUs and blocks are both 

examples of segments. However, a segment, in a general sense, can start at any character 

position within a track and contain any number of characters up to the length of the file. 

Each track is subdivided into ADUs. An ADU is the smallest element of error recovery and 

its size 1s chosen to facilitate easy transport over the network(s) being used. The ADU size 

is determined automatically during program execution. ADUs cannot cross block 

boundaries. 
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A block is a sequential collection of ADUs in a track that all share the same error recovery 

mechanism. The size of a block does not have to be a multiple of the size of an ADU. If it 

is not, then the block will simply contain a "short" ADU at the end. Blocks cannot cross 

CADU boundaries. 

A CADU is a collection of ADUs that are expected to be needed at about the same time in a 

presentation. CADU boundaries are determined a priori and are set as a matter of 

convenience for the user. CADUs are the unit of prediction used by the Anticipated 

Delivery Schedule (ADS) algorithm. 

Notes: (1) An ADU is the element of network transport and error recovery. 

(2) A Block is the element for specifying the mechanism for error recovery. 

(3) A CADU is the element of presentation and prediction. 

A.1.3 Specification Mechanism 

This protocol specification is done using extended finite state machines (EFSMs) along 

with fragments of code in the C++ language. However, the definitions of the NMFS 

packets are described in Sun Microsystems’ External Data Representation Standard (XDR) 

since these packets are transmitted between two different computers. Special functions are 

defined as needed to translate between a local machine's internal data and the XDR format 

standard. 

This protocol specification does not provide for authentication between client and server. It 

is assumed that a higher-level protocol, similar in flavor to RPC (RFC 1050), will be 

provided if this service is needed. Also, this specification does not define the mount 

protocol. We assume that the mount is performed in a fashion similar to how it is handled 

in NFS (RFC 1094, Appendix A). 

A.1.4 EFSM Notation 

An EFSM consists of a state transition diagram along with a set of variables. The EFSM 

maps the current state and variable values to a new state and variable values. An event is 

denoted as E[p0, pl......... , pn], where E is the event name and p0, pl, ...... , pn are 

parameters to the event. The keyword up or down is associated with each event to 
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indicate whether the event call has been scheduled for the layer above or below the given 

layer. 

The function 

long Schedule(E[p0, p1], ......... , pn], t, e) 

schedules event E[p0, pl......... , pn] to occur after t time units at the EFSM fore. At the 

client, the value of e is one of "client user,” "client nmfs," "client buff" or "client trans,” 

representing the User sublayer, NMFS client sublayer, Buffer sublayer or Transport layer, 

respectively. At the server, the value of e is one of "server trans," "server nmfs”" or "server 

Os,” representing the Transport layer, NMFS server sublayer or OS/File System sublayer, 

respectively. 

The return value of Schedule() is an integer that uniquely identifies the scheduled event for 

possible use by the function Cancel() described below. 

The function 

Cancel(long 1) 

performs the following action. 

If i is the return value of a previous call to Schedule() and that event has not yet taken place, 

then the effect of the call to Cancel() is as though the corresponding Schedule() call was 

never made. However, if the event has already taken place or is taking place, the Cancel() 

call has no effect. 

The occupancy time of each state in an EFSM is zero. 

Each EFSM in this specification is written as a table in which each possible event 

corresponds to a row and the actions are described in the corresponding column. Each 

table entry consists of one or more entries of the form Pi : Ai, meaning that if predicate Pi 
ee “sé 
~ holds, then perform action Ai. Action means do not perform any action. 

e.g. Pl: Al; A2; (A3 v A4) 

This means that if the predicate P1 does not hold, perform action Al followed by action A2 

followed by either action A3 or action A4. 

The convention used for the events is such that if the parameters for an event in any EFSM 

are enclosed in square brackets then it is an external event, i.e., it is scheduled by a layer 
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other than the layer represented by this EFSM. If the parameters are enclosed in round 

brackets then it is an internal event, i.e., it has been scheduled by the layer represented by 

this EFSM. The parameters passed to a function are also enclosed in round brackets. 

A.1.5 Features Expected From an Underlying Transport Protocol 

NMFS is intended to operate over an existing transport layer protocol which supports real- 

time end-to-end delivery of multimedia material. In particular, NMFS requires the 

following of the underlying transport protocol. 

(1) The transport protocol should provide its own flow control mechanism independent 

from the Buffer sublayer's rate control mechanism. The rate control mechanism can, 

however, regulate flow control based on the buffer availability. The transport flow control 

will restrain the server from saturating the client with packets. 

(2) The transport protocol should allocate bandwidth as needed for transport 

connections. 

(3) The transport protocol should provide both a minimal connection-oriented and a 

connectionless transport with an interface similar to that described in Section A.3.2. The 

connection-oriented transport is required solely to specify a quality of service (QOS) level 

that is applied to the connection as a whole. 

NMEFS will not require the following of the underlying transport protocol. 

(1) The transport protocol does not need to provide error recovery for packets that are 

lost in transport. NMFS will handle all error recovery. 

(2) The transport protocol does not need to maintain packet ordering. Packets should 

be delivered as quickly as possible, regardless of whether they are in order. 

A.2 Declarations Common to Multiple EFSMs 

The following definitions are used by at least two EFSMs and, hence, are global to all 
EFSMs. 

A.2.1 Constants 
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int MAX _PATH_LEN = 256; // maximum length of a path name 

A.2.2 Data Types 

i! Generic data types 

typedef unsigned int uint; // shorthand notation for an unsigned integer 

typedef unsigned long ulong; // shorthand notation for an unsigned long integer 

typedef uint blockn; // sequence number of a block (within a track) 

typedef uint cadun; // sequence number of a CADU (within a group) 

typedef char pathhame[MAX_PATH_LEN + 1]; // specifies a path name 

Hf 
// This structure represents a duration of time by the number of elapsed seconds and 
microseconds. 
i 

Struct timeval { 
ulong seconds; // seconds 
uint useconds; // microseconds within the current second 

}; 

I 
// Asegment uniquely identifies a subsequence of characters in a track file. 
It 
typedef struct { 

ulong offset; // starting position (byte offset) within a track file 
uint length; // length (in bytes) of the segment 
} segment; 

H 
// Quality of Service (QOS) parameters for a track file. 
If 
Struct qos { 

timeval icd; // maxiumum inter-CADU delay, in seconds 
uint mgd; // maximum glitch duration, in number of CADUs 
timeval dd; // divergence delay, in seconds 
uint mean_bw; // mean bandwidth in Kb/s for this track 
uint max_bw; // maximum bandwidth in Kb/s for this track 
uint max_ads_miss; // maximum allowable number of consecutive ADS 

misse 
}; 

Ht 
// This information is stored in the client about each track file it has open with the server 
Ht 
struct track { 

filegroup *fg; // filegroup to which this track belongs 
blockdef *bd; // block definitions for this track 
blocklist *c2b; // converts CADU number to block number for this 

track 
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uint *b2c; // converts block number to CADU number for this 
track 

char *fn; // filename of this track file 
qos q; // QOS parameters for the track 
int port; // connection port for this track 
int sd; // network socket descriptor of the connection for this 

file 
int fd; // client's local file descriptor for this file 
uint tn; // track number (within the filegroup) 
badun bn; // current block number 
uint bs; // current block size 
uint bo; // current block offset 
ulong pos; // current position (byte offset) 
ulong size; // size of this track file 
buffer_index *bi; // index into the buffer for this track's data 

}; 

It 
// This is an elementary structure used to define a sequence of blocks. 
// Itis used internally for storing sync file data. 
it 
struct blockdef { 

int num_block; // number of blocks in the sequence 
struct { 

segment s; /f location of the block in the track 
void (*recover)(); /{ error recovery function for this block 

Ht 
// This is an elementary structure used to list a sequence of blocks. 
// Itis used internally for storing sync file data. 
Hf 
struct blocklist { 

uint num_block; // number of blocks in the list 
uint bl[]; // array of block numbers 

Hf 
// This structure is used to represent the sync file as stored in memory on the client. 
/1 However, this data structure is not directly realizable in C. 
/f Note that the space complexity of this structure is O(num_cadu * num_track). 
It 
struct sync { 

filegroup *fg; // filegroup to which this sync data belongs 
it 
/f block definitions 
H 
uint num_track; // total number of tracks in the group 
blockdef *tr; // treated as an array: tr[track_no] 
Ht 
// CADU definitions 
if 
uint num_cadu; // total number of CADUs in the group 
struct { 

timeval timestamp; _// relative timestamp when this CADU is required 
} *ca; 
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ft translate CADU # and track # into block # 

blocklist *tc2b; // treated as an array: tc2b[track_no] 

translate block # and track # into CADU # 

aint **tbh2c; // accessed as a two-tiered array: tb2c[track_no][block_no] 

} 

It 
// This information is stored in the client about each file group it has open with the server. 
It 
struct filegroup{ 

char *fn; //name of the filegroup file 
int num_track; // number of tracks in this filegroup 
track *t; // array of track information for this filegroup 
sync *s; // the sync file info for this filegroup 
ads *a; // the ADS file info for this filegroup 
int mtu; // Maximum Transfer Unit (determines ADU size) 
buffer_pool *bp; // pointer to the buffer pool for this filegroup 

> 

/1 The NMFS packets are described utilizing Sun Microsystem's External Data 
Representation (XDR). 
// However, we will realize the XDR data types in actual C code so that the interaction 
between the 
// protocol code and the NMFS packets will be unambiguous. By convention, any data 
structure that 
// is intended to represent data in XDR format will be preceeded by an "x". 
Ht 

Ht 
/! The following definitions are used to define XDR-compatible data types in C. 

typedef char xint[4]; // an XDR integer contains 4 bytes, MSB first 
typedef char xuint[4]; //an XDR unsigned integer contains 4 bytes, MSB first 
typedef char xopaque; /! XDR opaque data can be considered as a sequence of 
characters 
typedef struct { // an XDR string 

xuint size 
char contents|]; 
} xstring; 

i 
// These functions are used to convert data to and from XDR formats. 
// Their implementation is machine-dependent and is not described here. 
Mf 
long xint2long(xint xi); // function to convert an XDR xint into a C long 
xint long2xint(long 1); // function to convert a C long into an XDR xint 
ulong xuint2ulong(xuint xi); // fanction to convert an XDR xuint into a C ulong 
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xuint ulong2xuint(ulong 1); // function to convert a C ulong into an XDR xuint 
xcstrcpy(char *dest, xstring *src); _—_// function to copy an XDR string into a C string 
cxstrcpy(xstring *dest, char *src); // function to copy aC string into an XDR string 

/ 
// The following definitions are borrowed from Sun Microsystem's NFS protocol (RFC 
1094). 
|| ------------ $222 - nn nn nanan nnn nn nnn nnn nnn nn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn nn nn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn enn ne ccnnnnens   

H 
// We've tried to retain basically the same names for data types that are equivalent between 
// NFS and NMES. 
H 

const int FHSIZE = 32; // size, in bytes, of an NMFS file handle 

typedef xstring xfilename; // filename within an NMFS packet 

typedef xopaque xfhandle[FHSIZE]; // a file handle for accessing a file with NMFS 

const xfhandle ROOT; // indicates the root mount point; contains all 
0's 

Ht 
// Status codes returned in NMFS packets: 
Hf 
typedef xint xstat; // XDR type for the enumeration of status 
codes 
enum cstat { /! C type for the enumeration that we can 
actually use 

NMFS_OK = 0, // no error 
NMFSERR_NOENT = 2, // file could not be found 
NMFSERR_IO = 5, /f VO error during operation 
NMFSERR_STALE = 70, // stale file handle 
NMFSERR_NOGRP = 90, // file's group file could not be located 
NMFSERR_NOSYNC = 91, // group's sync file could not be located 
NMFSERR_NOADS = 92 // group's ADS file could not be located 
NMFSERR_NOQOS = 93; // could not find a track's QOS parameters 

}; 

It 
// File types used for describing files: 
Ht 
typedef xint xftype; // XDR type for the enumeration 
enum cftype { // C type for the enumeration that we can actually use 

NFNON =O, //a"non-file" 
NFREG =1, // a regular file 
NFDIR- = 2, // a directory 
NFBLK =3, // a block-special device 
NFCHR = 4, // a character-special device 
NFLNK =5 // a symbolic link 

}; 

I 
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// The timeval structure contains the number of seconds and microseconds since January 1, 
1970 in 
/f Greenwich Mean Time. Itis used as part of the fattr structure below. 
It 

struct xtimeval { 
xuint seconds; // seconds since Jan 1, 1970 
xuint useconds; // microseconds within the current second 

}; 

if 
// All the file attributes that NMFS can describe 
H 
struct xfattr { 

xftype type; // type of file this is 
xuint mode; // access mode of the file 
xuint nlink; // number of hard links to the file 
xuint uid; // user id number for the file's owner 
xuint gid; /f group id number for the file's group 
xuint size; // size of the file, in bytes 
xuint blocksize; // size in bytes of a block of the file 
xuint rdev; // device number of the file (af it is a device) 
xuint blocks; // total number of blocks the file takes up on the disk 
xuint fsid; // file system id number containing this file 
xuint fileid; // a number that uniquely identifies the file in the file system 
xtimeval atime; // last time this file was accessed for read or write 
xtimeval mtime; /f last time this file was modified (written) 
xtimeval ctime; // last time the status of this file was modified 

} 

Ht 
// Arguments for performing directory operations 
It 
stuct xdiropargs { 

xfhandle dir; // file handle for the directory to operate on 
xfilename name; // name of the file in the directory to operate on 

}s 

It 
// The following definitions are specific to the NMFS protocol. 
|| ------------------------------ 2-2 nn nnn nn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn 
Hf 
// Note: although C unions do not support the switch statement format as specified in the 
XDR 
// specification, it does make the unions much easier to read and it is a simple matter to 
translate 
Hf them into real C code. 
Hf 

Ht 
/f XDR equivalents to other previously-defined NMFS data structures. 
Ht 

typedef struct { 
xuint offset; // starting position (byte offset) within a track file 
xuint length; // length (in bytes) of the segment 
} xsegment; 
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typedef struct { 
xtimeval icd; // maximum inter-CADU delay, in seconds 
xuint mgd; // maximum glitch duration, in number of CADUs 
xtimeval dd; // divergence delay, in seconds 
xuint mean_bw; // mean bandwidth in Kb/s for this track 
xuint max_bw; // maximum bandwidth in Kb/s for this track 
xuint max_ads_miss; // maximum allowable number of consecutive ADS 

misses 
} xqos; 

Hf 
// Possible values of "op" for the NMFS packets. 
Hf 
const int LOOKUP_REQ = 0x01; // look up a file in a directory on the server 
const int LOOKUP_RESP = 0x81; 

const int GETATTR_REQ = Ox02; // get file attributes for a file 
const int GETATTR_RESP = 0x82; 

const int READ_REQ = 0x03; //read any file (e.g. sync file or ADS file) 
const int READ RESP = 0x83; 

const int TOPEN_REQ = 0x41; // open a track file 
const int TOPEN_RESP = OxC1; 

const int TCLOSE_REQ = 0x42; // close a track file 
const int TCLOSE_RESP = OxC2; 

const int TREAD_REQ = 0x43; // read from a track file 
const int TREAD_RESP = OxC3; 

if 
// Lookup request and response packets 

struct lookup_req_rec { 
xdiropargs file; // the file to look up 

3 

union lookup_resp_rec switch(xstat status) { 
case NMFS_OK: 

struct { 
xfhandle file; // the file handle for the file looked up 
xfattr attributes; // the attributes for the file looked up 
} lookupok; 

default: 
void; 

}; 

Hf 
// Getattr request and response packets 
H 

struct getattr_req_rec { 
xfhandle file; // the file to get attributes for 
}; 
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union getattr_resp_rec switch(xstat status) { 
case NMFS_OK: 

xfattr attributes; // the attributes for the file 
default: 

void; 

}; 

Hf 
// Read request and response packets 
Hf 

struct read_req_rec { 
xfhandle fh; // the file to read 
xuint offset; // the file position to start reading from (byte offset) 
xuint count; // the number of bytes to read 

}; 

union read_resp_rec switch (xstat status) { 
case NMFS_OK: 

xstring data; // the data read 
default: 

void; 

}; 

Hf 
// Track open request and response packets 
Hf 

struct topen_req_rec { 
xint client_port; // port number client will use for this track when connection 

is made 
xfhandle fh; // file handle derived from the ‘fpath' parameter specified in 

the open call 

}; 

union topen_resp_rec switch (xstat status) { 
case NMFS_OK: 

struct { 
xint server_port; // port number server will use for this track when connection 

is made 
xuint size; // size of the file in bytes 
xuint track_no;  // track number in the filegroup 
Xqos q; // default Quality of Service parameters for this track 
xfhandle ads_fh; // file handle for the ADS file 
xfhandle sync_fh; // file handle for the sync file -- also uniquely identifies a file 

group 
} topenok; 

default: 
void; 

}; 

Hf 
if Track close request and response packets 
Hf 

struct tclose_req_rec { 
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void; // close request has no parameters (applies to the connection 
it is sent over) 

} 

struct tclose_resp_rec { 
xstat status; // return status of the close 
}; 

HI 
// Track read request and response packets 
Hf 

struct tread_req_rec { // note that there can be more than one segment request per 
packet 

xuint num_segment; // the number of segments which follow 
xsegment s[]; /f position in the track (byte offset) and number of bytes to 

read 

iF 

struct tread_resp_rec { // note that only one ADU is contained in each reply packet 
xsegment s; // position of this ADU in track (byte offset) and its size 
xstring data[]; // the data representing the contents of the ADU 

Ht 
// Finally, a class definition for all NMFS packets. 
Hf “apdu" = "Application Protocol Data Unit" 
It 
class apdu { 

xuint xid; // transaction id to correlate responses to requests 
union switch(xuint op){ 

case LOOKUP_REQ: 
struct lookup_req_rec lookup_req; 

case LOOKUP_RESP: 
union lookup_resp_rec lookup_resp; 

case GETATTR_REQ: 
struct getattr_req_rec getattr_req; 

case GETATTR_RESP: 
union getattr_resp getattr_resp; 

case READ_REQ: 
struct read_req_rec read_req; 

case READ_RESP: 
union read_resp_rec read_resp; 

case TOPEN_REQ: 
struct topen_req_rec topen_req; 

case TOPEN_RESP: 
union topen_resp_rec topen_resp; 

case TCLOSE_REQ: 
struct tclose_req_rec tclose_req; 

case TCLOSE_RESP: 
struct tclose_resp_rec tclose_resp; 

case TREAD_REQ: 
Struct tread_req_rec tread_req; 

case TREAD_RESP: 
Struct tread_resp_rec tread_resp; 

public: 
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apdu(int op, int size = QO); // create a new apdu -- size is used if the apdu has 
variable size 

~ apdu(void); // destroy an apdu 
? 

A.2.3 File Structures 

Hf 
// This is how an actual track file is expected to look on the server. 
Ht 
// Note that since no assumptions can be made about the content of the track file, the file is 
treated 
// simply as an arbitrarily long array of binary characters. 

struct track_file{ 
char data[]; // An array of characters of arbitrary length 

I 
// For simplicity, the rest of these files are assumed to be text files. This makes them more 
portable and 
// easier to read than if they were stored in a machine's own binary format. 
It 
// However, this makes these files harder to describe. "C"-like syntax will still be used to 
indicate the 
// amount and order of data in the file, but the following clarification on text files are in 
order: 
H 
// -- Numbers are stored in these text files as a sequence of ascii digits in human-readable 
form. 
/ 
//_ -- All data elements in a text file, including both numbers and character strings, are 
assumed to be 
/f separated by one or more spaces, newlines, or tabs. This implies that character 
strings cannot 
// contain any of these characters. 
if 
// -- Acharcter string of unknown length is declared as: _ char string[]; 
Hf 

H 
// This structure describes how an auxiliary track file (ATF) looks on the server. 
// The ATF is created specifically for use with the NMFS protocol. 
// Every multimedia track file may or may not have an ATF, depending on the authoring 
system. 
// If a track file does not have an ATF, then the group filename is derived from the track 
filename 
Ht 
struct aux_track_file { 

char gfn{]; // Filename for the main filegroup file 

Hf 
// This structure describes how the sync file actually looks on the server. 
// The sync file is created specifically for use with the NMFS protocol. 
i 
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struct sync_file { 
int num_cadu; // total number of CADUs in the group 
int num_track; // total number of tracks in the group 
struct { 

time timestamp; // relative timestamp when this CADU is required 
struct { 

int num_blocks; // number of blocks in this CADU for this track 
struct { 

segment s; // the location for this block within this track 
char method[]; // error recovery method for this block 
} bl{num_blocks]; // list of blocks in this track for this CADU 

} tr[num_track]; // list of tracks in this CADU 
} ca[num_cadu]; // list of CADUs in this group 

} 

HM 
// This is how a filegroup file is expected to look on the server. 
// Note that the order in which the track filenames is specified is important -- 1t corresponds 
to 

// the track number of that track file used when referencing track-dependent data structures. 
Mt 
struct filegroup_file { 

filename sfn; // filename of the sync file for this filegroup 
filename adsfn; // filename of the ADS file for this filegroup 
int num_track; // number of tracks in this filegroup 
struct { 

filename tfn; // filename of this track file 
qos q; /f default QOS parameters associated with this track 

file 
} track[num_track]; 

A.2.4 Functions and Data Structures Defined Externally 

it 
/f The Anticipated Delivery Schedule (ADS) structure and public member functions: 
H 
class ads { 

public: 
Ht 
// Given that the current CADU is cn, this function predicts those n CADUs most 

likely 
// to be needed in the near future. 
Ht 
Predict(cadun cn, uint n, uint *cnsize, cadun *cnlist); 
I 
/{ Updates the ADS file at both the client and the server to include the current access 

patterns. 
Ht 
UpdateQ; 
Ht 
// Reads the ADS from the file server. 
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H 
Read(); 

Ht 
// The buffer pool structure and public member functions: 
Hf 
/! The buffer pool contains all NMFS data currently cached on the client for all tracks in all 
filegroups. 
Hf 
class buffer_pool { 

public: 
buffer_pool(uint nbuff, uint buffsize); // create a new buffer pool 
~ buffer_pool(void); // destroy a buffer pool 

}; 

I 
/f The buffer index structure and public member functions: 
Hf 
/! The buffer index keeps track of the data in the buffer cache for a single track file. 
Ht 
class buffer_index { 

public: 
buffer_index(buffer_pool *bp); // create a new buffer index 
~buffer_index(void); // destroy a buffer index 
int get(segment s, void *dest); // get data from the buffer 
void put(segment s, void *src); // put data into the buffer 
void remove(segment s); // remove data from the buffer 

}; 

Hf won enna nnn nnn nnn nn nnn nnn nn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn enn nen ee nn nce nnn nnn eens 
// Operating system-specific functions. 

  

Hf 
// Returns the track corresponding to a file descriptor. 
it 
track *fd_to_tr(int fd); 

if 
// Associates a file descriptor and a track. 
Ht 
void associate_fd_tr(int fd, track *tr); 

It 
// Returns the track corresponding to a socket descriptor. 
H 
track *sd_to_tr(int sd); 

Ht 
// Associates a socket descriptor and a track. 
if 
void associate_sd_tr(int sd, track *tr); 

Hf 
// Returns the track file path corresponding to a socket descriptor. 
Hf 
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void sd_to_path(int sd, char *path); 

Ht 
// Associates a socket descriptor with a track file path. 
Hf 
void associate_sd_path(int sd, char *path); 

Ht 
/! This function allocates a new, previously unused file descriptor from the operating 
system. 
i 
int create_fd(void); 

Ht 
// This function destroys a previously used file descriptor, returning it to the operating 
system. 
Hf 
void destroy_fd(int fd); 

i 
// Creates a port number so the client can establish a new connection to the server. 
Hf 
int new_port(void); 

If 
// Release a port number that is no longer needed. 
It 
void release_port(int port); 

If 
Hf Get the file attributes of a file given its file descriptor. 
If 
void get_attributes(int fd, xfattr *attributes); 

It 
// Gets the foreign address from a socket descriptor. 
i 
void *get_foreign_addr(int sd); 

if 
// Gets the local port from a socket descriptor. 
I 
int get_local_port(int sd); 

A.2.5 Global Variables 

int csd; // socket descriptor for the control channel, defined when a file system is 
mounted 

A.3 Interfaces 

A.3.1 Client Interfaces 

User/NMES Interface 
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The user can open a connection by scheduling for the NMFS sublayer: 

Open[char *fpath, int flags, int mode]; down 

Requests a connection between the source and destination to read from the filegroup 
specified by the pathname <fpath>. As a result of this request the application layer either 
opens the connection or notifies the user that the connection cannot be opened. Also in this 

‘ version of NMFS the value of <flags> will always be O_RDONLY. Any other value will 
be considered as an error 

The NMFS gives information about the outcome of the Open call by scheduling for the 
User sublayer: 

Open_Donef[int fd]; up 

The return value of the Open call is the integer file descriptor <fd>. If the return value is 
negative it means that the Open call failed. The list of return values and the corresponding 
failure reasons is a superset of the return values from a standard Unix Open call. The 
additional return values upon failure are: 

ENETDOWN: The network is not responding 
ESERDOWN: The server is not responding 
EQOS: The requested QOS parameters cannot be satisfied 

If <fd> is greater than or equal to 0, then it is the file descriptor. 

The user can request a CADU by scheduling for the NMFS sublayer: 

Read[int fd, char *buff, int nbytes]; down 

This is a request to read <nbytes> from the filegroup whose descriptor is <fd>, and to 
store it starting in the memory location pointed to by <buff>. 

The NMFS sublayer sends information about the outcome of a Read call by scheduling for 
the User sublayer: 

Read_done[uint ack, int fd, char *buff, int nbytes]; up 

If the value of <ack> is 1, it means the read was successful and if it is 0, it means the read 
was unsuccessful. 

The user can move to any location in the application by scheduling for the NMFS sublayer: 

Lseek[int fd, int offset, int whence]; down 

Moves the file pointer associated with the filegroup whose descriptor is fd, as follows: 

- If whence is SEEK_SET, the pointer is set to <offset> bytes from the beginning of the 

ie whence is SEEK_CUR, the pointer is set to the current location plus <offset> bytes. 
- If whence is SEEK_END, the pointer is set to the size of the file plus <offset> bytes. 

The NMFS sublayer sends information about the outcome of the Lseek call by scheduling 
for the User layer: 

Lseek_Done[long pos, int fd]; up 
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Passes the return value of the Lseek call to the User layer. The return value <pos> is a 
long integer that corresponds to the current file pointer value, which is measured in bytes 
from the beginning of the file (which is byte 0). If <pos> is -1 then an error took place. 

The NMFS sublayer requests the User layer to close the connection by scheduling: 

Abort[int fd]; up 

This indicates to the User layer that there are a lot of problems on the connection whose id 
is <fd>. 

The User layer can close the connection by scheduling for the NMFS sublayer: 

Close[int fd]; down 

Due to this call the current seek pointer associated with the track whose descriptor is <fd> 
is lost. It also deletes all the descriptors from the per-process object reference table thus 
deactivating the objects and destroying all the virtual connections that were setup in 
association with the Open call whose return value was <fd>. 

The NMFS sublayer notifies the User layer about the outcome of the Close call by 
scheduling: 

Close_Done[int retval, int fd]; up 

If the Close call was successful the value of <retval> is 0, otherwise this value will be -1 
indicating an error. 

NME. ffer Interfac 

The NMES sublayer schedules the initialization of the buffer by scheduling for the Buffer 
sublayer: 

Buff_Init[filegroup *fg, track *tr]; down 

This schedules requests to fill the buffers available for this connection with CADUs that are 
likely to be requested initially from the track <tr> in the filegroup <fg>. 

The NMFS sublayer passes down a request by scheduling for the Buffer sublayer: 

Buff_Reg[track *tr, char *buff, segment s];} down 

This passes the request down to the Buffer sublayer. 

The Buffer sublayer passes the return value of the request to the NMFS sublayer by 
scheduling: 

Buff_Req_Done[int retval, track *tr, char *buff, segments]; up 

This passes the return value to the NMFS sublayer. 

The Buffer sublayer can request the connection to be closed by scheduling for the NMFS 
sublayer: 

NMES_Abort[filegroup *fg]; | up 
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This indicates that the ADS is grossly mispredicting and that the connection should be 
closed. 

A.3.2 Transport Interface for both Client and Server 

The NMFS and Buffer sublayers on both the client and the server pass packets directly to 
the Transport layer by scheduling: 

Trans_Send[int sd, apdu *ap]; down 

This passes the packet down to the Transport layer. 

The Transport layer on both the client and the server passes return packets back to the 
NMES and Buffer sublayers by scheduling: 

Trans_Recv[int sd, apdu *ap]; up 

This passes the return packet to the NMFS or Buffer sublayer. 

A connection is established to a remote host by scheduling: 

Trans_Connect[void *local_addr, int local_port, 
void *foreign_addr, int foreign_port, qos q]; down 

The establishes a connection to the machine with the network address <foreign_addr> from 
the specified <local_port> to the specified <foreign_port>. The quality of service 
parameters are also specified by <q> at the time of connection. 

The outcome of the above connection is returned by the Transport layer when it schedules: 

Trans_Connect_Done[int sd]; up 

The value returned is a socket descriptor <sd>. If <sd> is negative, then there was an error 
and the connection was not established. 

A connection to a remote host is terminated by scheduling: 

Trans_Disconnect[int sd]; down 

The connection associated with the socket descriptor <sd> is terminated. 

When a connection to a remote host is disconnected remotely, the Transport layer 
schedules: 

Trans_Disconnected[int sd]; up 
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A.4 Client EFSMs 

A.4.1 User Sublayer at the Client (An example) 

  

  

  

EVENT ACTION 

Start A3 

Open_Done[fd] P1: A7; A5 

P1: A6; A7; A3 

  

  

Lseek_Done[pos, fd] A4 

Read_Done[ack, fd, buff, P2: A2; A7; (A4 v A5 v A1) 
nbytes] 

P2: A6; A7; (A4 v A5 v Al) 

  

    Close_Done[ack, fd] P3: A7; A3 

P3: A6; A1 

Abort[fd] Al     
EFSM for the User sublayer at the client 
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Local Functions: 

Present(char *buff); // present the information to the user 

Think(); // does no action for a random number of 
seconds 

Print(message); // displays a message for the user 

Local Variables: 

char *fpath; // a pathname to a track file 
char *buff; // pointer to a buffer to store data transfers 
int nbytes; // a variable specifying the number of bytes to 
transfer 
long offset; // an offset into the track file to begin data transfers 
int whence; /! the "whence" parameter used in the Iseek call 

Predicates: 

Pl:  // Checks to see if the Open call was successful. 

if (fd != 0); 

P2: // Checks to see if the Read call was successful. 

if (ack); 

P3: // Checks to see if the Close call was successful. 

if (ack == 0); 

Actions: 

Al: // Closes the connection. 

Schedule(Close[fd], 0, client nmfs); 

A?2: // Present data to the user. 

Present(buff); 

A3: — // Schedules a new Open call with parameters modified, based on the return value of 
the // preceeding Open call. 

Schedule(Open[fpath, O_RDONLY], 0, client nmfs); 

A4: — // Schedules a request for more data. 
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Schedule(Read[fd, buff, nbytes], 0, client nmfs); 

AS: — // Seek to the location to read from. 

Schedule(Lseek[fd, offset, whence], 0, client nmfs); 

A6: __ // Prints an error message. 

Print("Cannot perform the action requested"); 

A7:  // Represents a think period before the next action. 

Think(); 

Notes: 

- Applications are not required to support the Abort event. This will be the case, for 
example, with unaltered applications that were not originally designed for use with NMFS. 
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A.4.2 NMFS Sublayer at the Client: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

EVENT ACTION 

Open|[fpath, flags, mode = 0] Al 

Open[fpath, flags, mode = 0, q] A2 

Lseek[fd, offset, whence] A3 

Read[fd, buff, nbytes] A4 

Trans_Recv[sd, ap] P1: A5 

P2: A7 

P3: A12 

Trans _Connect_Done[sd, laddr, Iport, faddr, A10 
fport] 

Buff_Req_Done[retval, tr, buff, s] A6 

Close[fd] A8 

NMFS_Abort[fg] A9   
  

EFSM for the NMFS sublayer at the client 
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Local Functions: 

it 
// Returns the first directory or filename <dir> in the specified <path>. 
// The remainder of the path is returned in <rest>. 
// The path separator character (usually a ‘/') originally between <dir> and <rest> is 
discarded. 
Ht 
void fnsplit(char *path, char *dir, char *rest); 

Local Variables: 

track *tr; // temporary track pointer 

apdu *rap; // request apdu 

int status; // temporarily holds return status 

int need_to_predict; /{ flag indicating the need to call the prediction 
algorithm 

segment s; // temporarily holds a segment 

pathname dir; // holds the next element of a diectory path 

pathname rest; // holds the unprocessed portion of a directory path 

qos temp_qos; /f QOS parameters for the current open request 

bool qos_specified; // TRUE if QOS parameters were specified in the 
open call 

Local Constants: 

void *CLIENT_ADDR; // client's local network address 

int NMFS_PORT; // well-known port number for the NMFS server 

Predicates: 

Pl: // Check to see if it is an Open response 

if (xuint2long(ap -> op) == TOPEN_RESP) 

P2: // Check to see if it is a Close response 

if (xuint2long(ap -> op) == TCLOSE_RESP) 

P3:  // Check to see if it is a Lookup response 

if (xuint2long(ap -> op) == LOOKUP_RESP) 

Actions: 
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Al:  // This is the open call that assumes default QOS parameters for the track. 

qos_specified = FALSE; 
All; 

A2: __// This is the open call that specifies its own QOS parameters for the track. 

qos_specified = TRUE; 
temp_qos = q; 
All; 

A3: — // Update the location of the file pointer and notify the User layer about outcome of 
the Lseek. 

tr = fd_to_tr(fd); 
It 
// Update the file pointer for the track 
It 
if whence = SEEK_SET 

offset = offset - tr -> pos; 
else if whence = SEEK CUR 

else if whence = SEEK_END 
offset = tr -> size + offset - tr -> pos; 

tr -> pos += offset; 
status = tr -> pos; 
Hf 
// Update the block pointer for the track 
Hf 
tr -> bo += offset; 
need_to_predict = 0; 
if (tr -> bo <0) { /* oops, fell off the beginning of the current block */ 

need_to_predict = 1; 
while (tr -> bo <Q) { /* move back to an earlier block */ 

tr -> bo += tr -> bd -> bl[tr -> bn].s.offset; 
tr -> bn--; 
tr -> bo -= tr -> bd -> bl[tr -> bn].s.offset; 
tr -> bs = tr -> bd -> bl [tr -> bn].s.length; 
tr -> bo += tr -> bs; 

if (tr->bo>=tr->bs) /* illegal seek? */ 
status = -1; 

else if (tr -> bo >=tr->bs) { /* oops, fell off the end of the current block */ 
need_to_predict = 1; 
while (tr -> bo >= tr-> bs) { /* move forward to a later block */ 

tr -> bo += tr -> bd -> bl[tr -> bn].s.offset; 
tr -> bn++; 
tr -> bo -= tr -> bd -> bl [tr -> bn].s.offset; 
tr -> bs = tr -> bd -> b[tr -> bn].s.length; 
tr -> bo -= tr -> bs; 

} 
if (tr->bo <Q) /* illegal seek? */ 

Status = -1; 
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f Perform prediction if necessary 

if (need_to_predict) 
Schedule(Buff_Predici[tr -> fg, tr], 0, client buffer); 

H Tell user that the seek is done -- we don't need to wait on the server. 

Schedule(Lseek Done{status}, 0, client user); 

A4: _ // Find the sequence number of the CADUs that are being requested and make a 
request for those // CADU sequence numbers from the buffer layer. 

tr = fd_to_tr(fd); 
for (each CADU cn in the specified range) { 

S.pos = tr -> offset; 
s.size = nbytes; 
Schedule(Buff_Reg|[tr, buff, s], 0, client buff); 

} 

A5:  // Pass return value of the Open call to the User layer. Get the ADS file and 
initialize the buffer if // Open can be satisfied. 

status = ap -> open_resp.status; 
if (status == NMFS_OK) { /* File is open now */ 

HI 
// Fill in some more track info 
i 
tr = sd_to_tr(sd); 
fg = tr -> fg; 
fg->t[tr->tn].q = ap -> open_resp.q; 
tr -> size = ap -> open_resp.size; 
tr -> bn = 0; 
tr -> bs = fg -> s.bn[0].tr[tr -> tn].s.size; 
tr -> bo = 0; 
tr -> pos = 0; 
Hf 
// Need to set up filegroup here if not already fetched 
Hf 
Ht 
// Use the prediction algorithm to fill the buffer initially 
Hf 
Schedule(Buff_Predict[fg, tr], 0, client buff); 
If 
// Destroy response packet 

~ ap; 

Hf 
// Try to establish connection to server for this track 
Hf 
Schedule(Trans_Connect[ LOCAL_ADDR, tr -> port, SERVER_ADDR, 

NMFS_PORT], 0, client trans); 

else { /* File could not be opened on server */ 
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Aé: 

AT: 

Hf 
// Destroy all data for this track, and return error code to user 
Ht 
~ ap; 

release_port(tr -> port); 
~ tr; 

Schedule(Open_Done[status], 0, client user); 

// Provide an indication to the user about the result of the request. 

if (retval >= 0) 
tr -> offset += retval; 

Schedule(Read_Donef[retval, fd, buff, s.size], 0, client user); 

// Update the ADS file based on the current access patterns and pass return value of 
the Close call // to the User layer. 

A8: 

Al0: 

tr = sd_to_tr(sd); 
fg = tr -> fg; 
fg -> a -> Update(Q); 
~tr; 

Hf 
// might also have to destroy filegroup data here 
if 
Schedule(Close_Done[0], 0, client user); 

// Pass the Close call to the transport layer 

rap = new apdu(CLOSE_REQ); 
Schedule(Trans_Send[csd, rap], 0, client trans); 

// Notify the User layer about the request to close 

Schedule(Abort[fg -> fd], 0, client user); 

// Check to see if connection to server was established 

tr = sd_to_tr(sd); 
if (sd >-1){ /* connection established */ 

tr -> sd = sd; 
tr -> fd = create_fdQ; 
Schedule(Open_Done[0], 0, client user); 

else { /* connection not established */ 
if 
// Destroy all data for this track, and return error code to user 
Hf 
release_port(tr -> port); 
~tr; 

Schedule(Open_Done[ESERDOWN], 0, client user); 

} 
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All: 

Al?: 

// Pass the Open request to the Transport layer. 

Hf 
// Create a new track structure 
it 
tr = new track; 
strcpy(tr -> fn = malloc(strlen(fpath) + 1), fpath); 
tr -> port = new_port(); 
Ht 
// Look up the file on the server 
It 
fnsplit(fpath,dir,rest); 
rap = new apdu(LOOKUP_REQ); 
rap -> lookup_req.file.dir = ROOT; 
cxstrcpy(&rap -> lookup_req.file.name,dir); 
Schedule(Trans_Send[csd, rap], 0, client trans); 

// Continue looking up the file, and open the track when done. 

if (strlen(rest) == 0) { 
I 

else { 

// Create open request packet 
I 
rap = new apdu(TOPEN_REQ); 
rap -> open_req.port = long2xint(tr -> port); 
rap -> open_req.fh = ap -> lookup_resp.lookupok.file; 
~ap; 

Ht 
// Send the request on the control channel 
Hf 
Schedule(Trans_Send[csd, rap], 0, client trans); 

fnsplit(dir, dir, rest); 
rap = new apdu(LOOKUP_REQ); 
rap -> lookup_req.file.dir = ap -> lookup_resp.lookupok.file; 
cxstrcpy(&rap -> lookup_req.file.name, dir); 
~ap; 

Schedule(Trans_Send[csd, rap], 0, client trans); 

} 
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A.4.3. Buffer Sublayer at the Client 

  

  

  

  

  

EVENT ACTION 

Buff_Req[tr, buff, s] A1 

Trans_Recv[sd, ap] A2 

Buff_Predict[fg, tr] A3     
  

EFSM for the Buffer sublayer at the client 

Local Functions: 

void Rate_Ctrl(filegroup *fg, track *tr); // modifies the rate (in requests/sec) at which 
to send the 

Variables: 

cadun *cnlist; 

uint cnsize; 

uint i, j, k, 1; 

uint total_block; 

blocklist *blist; 

segment *bseg; 

apdu *rap; 

Actions: 

// request packets, based on buffer availability 

// pointer to a list of CADU numbers 

// size of the above list of CADU numbers 

// temporary loop indicies 

// block counter 

// pointer to a block list 

// pointer to a block's segment 

// request apdu 

Al: — // Copy data from the buffer and send it to the application layer. 

retval = tr -> bi -> get(s, buff); 
Schedule(Buff_Req_Done[retval, tr, offset, nbytes], 0, client nmfs); 
Hf 
// The rate control mechanism. Adjusts the new rate based on the 
// amount of data stored in the buffer. 
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lh 
Rate_Ctrl(fg, tr); 

A?2: // Store this CADU in the buffer 

tr = sd_to_tr(sd); 
tr -> bi -> put(&ap -> read_resp.s, &ap -> read_resp.data); 

A3:  // Finds out the number of free buffers and uses the ADS to fill up these buffers 
with the CADUs // that are likely to be requested from this file fn. Request all these 
expected CADUs from the // buffer layer 

Hf 
// Perform prediciton 
Hf 
fg -> a -> Predict(tr -> b2c[tr -> bn], &cnsize, &cnlist); 
Hf 
// Request data from the server 
H 
for (i=0; i < cnsize; i++) { 

*/ 

the list */ 

i 
// Compute the total number of blocks to request for this CADU 
Ht 
for §=0, total_block=0; j < fg -> num_track; j++) 

total_block += fg -> s -> tc2b[j][cnlist[i]].num_block; 
/ 
// Build the request for this CADU 
Hf 
rap = new apdu(TREAD_ REQ, total_block); 
rap -> tread_req.num_segment = ulong2xuint(total_block); 
1=0; 
for (§j=0; j<fg -> num_track; j++) { 

blist = fg ->s -> tc2b[j][cnlist [iJ]; /* the block list for this CADU & track 

for (k=0; k < blist -> numblock; k++) { 
bseg = &fg -> s -> tr[j].bl[blist -> bl{k]]; /* the segment for a block in 

rap -> tread_req.s[1].offset = ulong2xuint(bseg -> offset); 
rap -> tread_req.s[l++].length = ulong2xuint(bseg -> length); 

} 

Hf 
// Request this CADU 
Hf 
Schedule(Trans_Send[rap], 0, client trans); 

} 
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A.5 Server EFSMs 

A.5.1 NMFS Sublayer at the Server 

  

EVENT ACTION 
  

Trans_Recv[sd, ap] P1: Al 

P2: A2 

P3: A3 

P4: A4 

P5: A5 

P6: A6 

  

Trans_Connect_Done[sd] ~ 

  

Trans_Disconnected[sd] A7         
EFSM for the NMFS sublayer at the server 

Local Functions: 

Hf 
// System-dependent method for deriving the auxiliary track filename from the track 
filename. 
It 
void create_aux_track_fn(char *track_fn, char *aux_track_fn); 

Ht 
// System-dependent method for deriving the (default) group filename from the track 
filename. 
if 
void create_default_group_fn(char *track_fn, char *group_fn); 

Hf 
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/! System-dependent method for deriving a file handle from a path specification. 
// The path may or may not end with ‘7’. 
// Returns a non-zero result if an error occurs (for example, file not found). 
Hf 
int path_to_handle(char *path, xfhandle *fh); 

Ht 
/f System-dependent method for giving the path specification corresponding to a file 
handle. 
/{ Always ends with a ‘/’. 
// Returns a non-zero result if an error occurs (for example, a stale file handle). 
if 
void handle_to_path(xfhandle *fh, char *path); 

Local Constants: 

void *SERVER_ADDR; /f server's local network address 

Local Variables: 

pathname track_fn; // temporarily holds a track filename 

pathname aux_track_fn; // temporarily holds an auxilliary track filename 

pathname group_fn; // temporarily holds a group filename 

pathname sync_fn; // temporarily holds a sync filename 

pathname ads_fn; // temporarily holds an ADS filename 

pathname str; // temporary path string 

int tfd; // temporarily holds a file descriptor 

FILE *tf; // temporary file stream variable 

apdu *rap; // the response apdu 

int 1; /{ temporary loop index 

int track_no; // temporarily holds a track number 

struct stat fstat_buf; // temporarily holds the results from fstatQ) 

Predicates: 

Pl:  // Check to see if the packet is a Lookup request. 

if (xuint2long(ap -> op) == LOOKUP_REQ) 

P2: // Check to see if the packet is a Get Attributes request. 

if (xuint2long(ap -> op) == GETATTR_REQ) 
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P3: // Check to see if the packet is a normal Read request 

if (xuint2long(ap -> op) == READ) 

P4:  // Check to see if the packet is an Track Open request. 

if (xuint2long(ap -> op) == TOPEN_REQ) 

PS: — // Check to see if the packet is a Track Read request. 

if (xuint2long(ap -> op) == TREAD_REQ) 

P6:  // Check ito see if the packet is a Track Close request. 

if (xuint2long(ap -> op) == TCLOSE_REQ) 

Actions: 

Al: /#/ Lookup a file 

if 
// Go ahead and create the response packet. We'll fill it in later. 
I 
rap = new apdu(LOOKUP_RESP); 

I 
// Determine the entire server pathname for the file and try to open it. 
Hf 
if (Ihandle_to_path(&ap -> lookup_req.file.dir, str)) { 

else 

xcstrcpy(&str[strlen(str)], &ap -> lookup_req.file.name); 
tfd = open(str, O_RDONLY); 
if (tfd >= 0) { 

Hf 
// Get the file attributes. 
Hf 
get_attributes(tfd, &rap -> lookup_resp.lookupok.attributes); 
close(tfd); 
Hf 
// Derive the file handle. 
Ht 
if (path_to_handle(str, &rap -> lookup_resp.lookupok.file)) 

rap -> lookup_resp.status = long2xint(NMFS_OK); 
else 

rap -> lookup_resp.status = long2xint(NMFS_NOENT); 

} 
else 

rap -> lookup_resp.status = long2xint(NMFS_NOENT); 

} 

rap -> lookup_resp.status = long2xint(NMFSERR_STALE); 
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A?: // Get file attributes. 

ih 
// Go ahead and create the response packet. We'll fill it in later. 
Hf 
rap = new apdu(GETATTR_RESP); 
ih 
Hf Get file attributes 
it 
if (!handle_to_path(ap -> getattr_req.file, str) { 

tfd = open(str, O_RDONLY); 
if (tfd >= 0) { 

get_attributes(tfd, &rap -> getattr_resp.attributes); 
close(tfd); 

} 
else 

rap -> getattr_resp.status = long2xintt NMFSERR_NOENT); 

else 
rap -> getattr_resp.status = long2xint(NMFSERR_STALE); 

/ 
// Trash the request packet and send the response packet. 
Hf 
~ap; 

Schedule(Trans_Send[sd, rap], 0, server trans); 

A3:  // Read anormal file. 

H 
// Go ahead and create the response packet. We'll fill it in later. 
I 
rap = new apdu(READ_RESP, ap -> read_req.count); 
H 
/f Read from the file. 
Ht 
if ({handle_to_path(ap -> read_req.fh, str)) { 

tfd = open(str, O_RDONLY); 
if (tfd >= O) { 

Iseek(tfd, xint2long(ap -> read_req.offset), SEEK_SET); 
read(tfd, &rap -> read_resp.data.contents, xint2long(ap -> 

read_req.count)); 
rap -> read_resp.data.size = ap -> read_req.count; 
rap -> read_resp.status = long2xint(NMFS_OK); 
close(tfd); 

} 
else . 

rap -> read_resp.status = long2xinttNMFSERR_NOENT); 

} 
else 

rap -> read_resp.status = long2xint(NMFSERR_STALE); 
H 
// Trash the request packet and send the response packet. 
I 
~ap, 

Schedule(Trans_Send[sd, rap], 0, server trans); 
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A4:  // Try to open a track file. 

Hf 
// Go ahead and create the response packet. We'll fill it in later. 
Hf 

rap = new apdu(TOPEN_RESP); 
H 
// Derive the track's filename from its file handle. 
I 
if (!handle_to_path(ap -> topen_req.fhandle, track_fn)) { 

Hf 
// Try to open the track file. 
Ht 
t{d = open(track_fn, O_RDONLY); 
if (tfd >=0){ /* track file was successfully opened */ 

fstat(tfd, &fstat_buf); /* the only purpose for this is to get the file size */ 
rap -> topen_resp.size = long2xint(fstat_buf.st_size); 
Mf 
// Try to find the group file name, either from the auxilliary track file or by 

default. 
Hf 
create_aux_track_fn(track_fn, aux_track_fn); 
tf = fopen(aux_track_fn, "r"); 
if (t) { /* auxiliary track file was successfully opened */ 

fscanf(tf, "%s", group_fn); /* read group filename */ 
fclose(tf); 

else { /* auxiliary track file could not be opened -- use default group name 
*/ 

create_default_group_fn(track_fn, group_fn); 

Ht 
// Try to open the group file. 
i} 
tf = fopen(group_fn, "r"); 
if (tf) { /* group file was successfully opened */ 

It 
// Get the sync and ADS filenames from the group file and try to locate 

them. 
Hf 
fscanf(tf, "%s", synch_fn); /* read synch filename */ 
fscanf(tf, “%s", ads_fn); /* read ADS filename */ 
if (!path_to_fhandle(sync_fn, &rap -> topen_resp.sync_fh)) { 

if (!path_to_fhandle(ads_fn, &rap -> topen_resp.ads_fh)) { 
Hf 
// Try to locate the track filename within the group file so that 

we can 
// determine the track number and default QOS parameters for 

this track. 
Ht 
fscanf(tf, "%d", &num_track),; /* read number of tracks */ 
track_no = 0; 
while (track_no < num_track) { 

fscanf(tf, "%s", str); /* read next track filename in group 
*/ 
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for this track */ 

topen_resp.server_port, 

server trans); 

fscanf(tf, "%f%d%f%d%d%d", /* read QOS parameters 

&rap -> topen_resp.q.icd, 
&rap -> topen_resp.q.mgd, 
&rap -> topen_resp.q.dd, 
&rap -> topen_resp.q.mean_bw, 
&rap -> topen_resp.q.max_bw, 
&rap -> topen_resp.q.max_ads_miss); 

if (!stremp(str, track_fn)) 
break; 

track_no++; 

} 
fclose(tf); 
rap -> open_resp.track_no = long2xint(track_no); 
if (track_no < num_track) { 

I 
// Everything looks OK here. 
// Set up the track connection on this side. 
i 
rap -> topen_resp.status = long2xint(NMFS_OK); 
rap -> topen_resp.server_port = new_port(); 
associate_sd_path(sd, track_fn) 
Schedule(Trans_Connect{SERVER_ADDR, rap-> 

get_foreign_addr(sd), ap-> topen_req.client_portl], 0, 

else /* could not locate QOS parameters */ 
rap -> topen_resp.status = long2xint(CNMFSERR_NOQOS); 

} 
else /* could not find ADS file */ 

rap -> topen_resp.status = long2xint( NMFSERR_NOADS); 

else /* could not find sync file */ 
rap -> topen_resp.status = long2xint(NMFSERR_NOSYNC); 

else /* could not open group file */ 
rap -> topen_resp.status = long2xint( NMFSERR_NOGRP); 

else /* could not open track file */ 
rap -> topen_resp.status = long2xintNMFSERR_NOENT); 

else /* track file handle is stale */ 
rap -> topen_resp.status = long2xint((NMFSERR_STALE); 

Ht 
// Trash request message and send the response message. 
Hf 
~ ap; 

Schedule(Trans_Send[sd, rap], 0, server trans); 

AS: 

Ht 
// Open the track file. 
Hf 
sd_to_path(sd, track_fn); 

// Try to read a track file. 
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fd = open(track_fn, ORDONLY); 
Hf 
// Read from the track file. 
Hf 
for (i = 0; i < xint2long(ap -> tread_req.num_segments); i++) { 

rap = new apdu(READ_RESP, xint2long(ap -> tread_req.s[1i].length)); 
lseek(fd, xint2long(ap -> tread_req.s[1].offset), SEEK_SET); 
read(fd, &rap -> tread_resp.data.contents, xint2long(ap -> 

tread_req.s{i].length)); 
rap -> tread_resp.data.size = ap -> tread_req.s[i].length; 
Schedule(Trans_Send[sd, rap], 0, server trans); 

i 
// Close the track file 
Hf 
close(fd); 
I 
// Trash request message and send the response message. 
it 
~ ap; 

Schedule(Trans_Send[sd, buff], 0, server trans); 

A6: // Close a track file. 

if 
// Create the response packet. 
// A track close always succeeds. 
/ 
rap = new apdu(CLOSE_RESP); 
rap -> close_resp.status = long2xint((NMFS_OK); 
Hf 
// Release the connection 
if 
A7; 
Hf 
// Trash request message and send the response message. 
Ht 
~ ap; 

Schedule(Trans_Send[sd, rap], 0, server trans); 

AT: /{/ Aconnection was closed 

Hf 
// Release the connection. 
if 
release_port(get_local_port(sd)); 
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Appendix B 

POLICY FUNCTIONS 

The algorithms for some of the policy functions used in the protocol specification are 

presented below. It should be noted that these algorithms suggest possible ways of 

implementing the algorithms and may not be (in fact they are not intended to be) the best 

possible ways of implementation. Future simulation studies are required to investigate 

the efficiency of these algorithms. 

B.1 Algorithms to Predict the CADUs to Prefetch 

B.1.1 Algorithm for the Function Future 

int Future(int fd, cadun cseq, usint n); //Given that the current CADU is cseq, 
//this function returns the sequence 

//numbers of the n CADUs 
most likely //to be requested in the 
future 
Algorithm: 

1. Access the ADS using cseq, and get the sequence number of the CADU with the 

highest probability of being accessed after the CADU cseq. If this highest probability is 

not unique, then just get the sequence number of the first CADU in that row which has 

this highest probability. Put this seq # in an integer nseq. Set the value of the integer cnt 

= 0. 

2.if (n-cnt)>0O 

if (n - cnt) >L //integer L is the low-level mark in 
{ //the leaky bucket, 1.e., the 

minimum //number of 
CADUs that should be 

//buffered in a given expected path 
for (i=0, 1 =<L, 1++) 

if !(nBuffer(nseq+i)) 
{ Return(nseq+i); 

cnt++; 
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else 

for(i=0, i=< (n-cnt), i++) 

if !(inBuffer(nseq+1)) 
{ Return(nseqg+); 

cnt++; 

} 

j 

3. Check if (n-cnt) > 0. If it is get the sequence number of the CADU with the next 

highest probability (in case of non-unique probabilities, get the sequence number of the 

next CADU with that same highest probability) and put it in nseq. Repeat step 2. 

B.1.2 Algorithm for the Function First 

void First(int fd, usint n); //Returns the seq #'s of the first n CADUs 
that 

//are likely to be referenced in the file fd 
Algorithm: 

1. Get the sequence number of the first CADU in the filegroup whose descriptor is fd. 

This is obtained from the first row of the ADS file for this filegroup 

2. Treating this as cseq, follow steps 1-4 in the algorithm for Future to get the remaining 

n-1 CADUs; only difference here is that cnt is initialized to 1 as opposed to 0 in the 

previous algorithm. 

B.2 Algorithm to Select the CADUs to Replace From the Cache 

void Replace(cadun cseq, int m); /{The cache replacement policy function. 
//Discard m CADUs given that the 

requested //CADU is cseq 
Algorithm: 

1. Find the sequence numbers of the m LRU (least recently used) CADUs. 
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2. Access the ADS using cseq and find out the probability of access of each of these m 

CADUs. If any of these CADUs are among the most probable (say top 5) CADUs then 

retain them.. Assume that there were m' such CADUs (0 =< m' =< 5). Retain these 

CADUs and drop the remaining m-m’ CADUs. 

3. Now get m’ more LRU CADUs and compare their probabilities with those of the m' 

CADUs that were retained. 

4. Out of these 2m' CADUs, drop the m' CADUs that have the lower probabilities. 

Alternatively repeat step 3 n times and then out of those nm’ CADUs drop the m' CADUs 

that have the lowest probabilities of access. 

B.3 Algorithm to Find the Amount of Available Memory for a Connection 

int Buf_free(int conn_id); //This function whose return value is the 
integer 

//n that corresponds to the number of buffers 
//that are free for use by the connection 

conn_id 
Algorithm: 

1. C = Conn_OpenQ); //Function whose return value is an integer 
//that corresponds to the number of open 
//connections on this client 

2. Divide the total available memory M by this number C. 

3. Dynamically allocate M/C to each connection. 

4. O = Buf_filled(int fd); //Function whose return value is an integer 
//that corresponds to the number of buffers 

//that have been filled up by the connection 
//which is reading the filegroup whose 
//descriptor is fd 

5. The number of buffers available for this connection is then given by: 
n=M/C-O 

6. Return(n); 

B.4 Algorithm to Decide Whether the QOS of a Request Can be Satisfied 

boolean Accept(QOS conn_QOS) /{This function monitors the network traffic 
//and returns true if the network can 

support //the additional bandwidth 
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needed to satisfy /{the QOS 
parameters of this connection 
Algorithm: 

1. Get_BT(M,V); //Function that returns the mean 
background //traffic M and the 
variance V of the mean. 

2. Find the peak bandwidth requirement P specified in the QOS for this connection as 
follows: 

P =0; 
for(i=0; i<tr_total; i++) 

P=P + fg.tr_file[i].info.QOS.max_bw; 

3.T=M+V+P /fTotal estimated traffic is the sum of the 
mean /fand the SD of the background 
traffic as well //as the peak bandwidth 
requirement of the //current open 
request 

4. if T<kC then //If the total estimated traffic is within 
some //fraction k (0<k<1) of the peak 
capacity C of return(true) //{the network, then 
return true. If it is not //return 
false 

else return(false); 

B.5 Algorithm to Control the Rate of Requests 

int Rate_ctrl(int old_rate, int buf_level); //This function represents the rate control 
//mechanism. It adjusts the new value of 

// rate based on the old rate and 
the number of //pytes of its buffer that 
are filled up by the //connection 
Algorithm: 

1. If (buf_level =< lo_mark) //If the level is below the low-water 
mark, increase the rate //increase the rate 

return(rate); 

2. If (buf_level >= hi_mark) //If the level is above the high-water 
mark, 

decrease the rate; //decrease the rate 
return(rate); 

3. If (neither 1 nor 2) //If the level is between the low and high 
marks, 

return(old_rate); //maintain the current rate. 

B.6 Algorithm to Update the ADS 
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void Update_ADS<(int cfd); /{This function updates the ADS file 
based //on the current access patterns 
Algorithm: 

1. Using the log file, update the .ads file to include the current access patterns. 

2. If the .ads file had been copied from the server, then write this modified copy back to 
the server. 

3. If the client had used its own copy of the.ads file, then send the copy of the log file to 
the server and tell it to modify its .ads file based on the entries in this log file. 
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Appendix C 

TEST CASES TO VERIFY THE CORRECTNESS OF NMFS 

We have developed several test cases to demonstrate the correctness of the NMFS 

protocol. Each test case specifies the test parameters and the input to the simulator. In 

addition it also lists the expected output, e.g., the display on the client monitor. Instead of 

representing the contents of all the bytes from the ADUs in the output, we represent the 

output symbolically by the characters which constitute that particular ADU to save space 

in enumerating the test cases. For example, if the ADU displayed contains 10 bytes of 

data, each of which is the character 'c', we represent the output as 'c’ (instead of 

representing it as ‘cccccccccc’). 

The error recovery mechanism used is such that if a CADU, or its request, is lost, then it 

is ignored and the protocol processes the next request or response. 

C.1 Contents of Test Files 

Let us assume here that the cache capacity is 50 ADUs. The initial contents of the 

different files used by the different tests are as follows. 

The contents of test1.txt are shown in the second column of the table: 

equence ntents o uence # o 
resulting CADU 

a 
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The contents of testl.aud are shown in the second column of the following table: 

equence ontents o uence # 0 
resulting CADU 
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24 Y 10 22 
25 Z 10 22         

The contents of testl.vid are shown in the second column of the following table: 

equence ntents o uence #0 

resulting CADU 

a 

  
The contents of testl.ref are shown in the second column of the following table: 

ontents o uence #0 
resulting CADU 

a 
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The contents of the file testl.ads, which is the ADS file for the file group test1, are shown 

in the table below. The first row and column of the table indicate the CADU sequence 

numbers (in bold). The ADS matrix is accessed using these sequence numbers. An entry 

(i,j) indicates the probability that the user will next request CADU number j, given that it 

has currently requested CADU number i. The entries in the ‘first’ (last') row indicate the 

probability of that CADU being the first (last) CADU to be requested from the filegroup. 
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The contents of the file testl.sf, which is the Sync File for the file group test1, are shown 

in the following table. Each table entry (i,J) indicates the sequence numbers of the ADUs 

from track j that constitute the CADU with sequence number i. 

equence rac rac rac 
Number test.txt testl.aud testl.vid 

  
The contents of test2.txt are shown in the second column of the following table: 

equence ontents o ize oO uence # 0 
in resulting CADU 

a 
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The contents of test2.1mg are shown in the second column of the following table: 

equence ontents o uence # o 
resulting CADU 

Zz 

  

The contents of the file test2.ads, which is the ADS file for the file group test2, are shown 

below. The convention used for representing this file is the same as that used for 

testl.ads. 
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The contents of the file test2.sf, which is the Sync File for the file group test2, are as 

shown. The convention used is identical to that used for test1.sf. 

equence Trac rac 
Number test2.txt test2.1m 

  

C.2 Test Number I 

Here we simulate the simplest case where a client opens a file, reads one CADU and then 
closes the file. 

Input: Client A sends an Open request to the server to open the file test1.txt. 

This file contains text and the QOS parameters specified in the call are as follows: 

Mean bandwidth = 20 kbps; 
Max. bandwidth = 50 kbps; 

ICD =0.1 s; 
MGD = 5s; 
DD = X (don’t care); 

If the Open request is granted, then the client makes a Read request for CADU number 0. 
After this, it calls Close to close the connection. 

Expected Output: "Connection Accepted" ab "Connection Closed” 

C.3 Test Number 2 

Here we will simulate the case where a CADU is lost. 
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Input: The client A sends Open requests to the server to open the files test1.txt, 
testl.aud, testl.vid and test l.ref. 

The QOS parameters specified in the call are as follows: 

For test1.txt: Mean bandwidth = 20 kbps; 
Max. bandwidth = 50 kbps; 

For testl.aud: | Mean bandwidth = 100 kbps; 
Max. bandwidth = 250 kbps; 

For testl.vid: | Mean bandwidth = 1000 kbps; 
Max. bandwidth = 2000 kbps; 

For test1.ref: Mean bandwidth = 1000 kbps; 
Max. bandwidth = 2000 kbps; 

The following QOS parameters are set by default and are common to all the track files: 

ICD =0.1 s; 
MGD =5s; 
DD = X (don’t care); 

If the Open request is granted, then the client A makes Read requests in the following 
sequence: 

CO, C1, C2, C3, C8, C10, C3, C4, CS 

Here Cx means the CADU with sequence number x. 

We simulate the case where C8 is lost 

After this, the client uses the Close call to close the connections. 

Expected Output: "Connection Accepted" abABaa cdeCDb EFc GHI MNm 
GHI fghide jklbfg “Connection Closed" 

C.4 Test Number 3 

Input: Same as test number 2, except that we simulate the case where the first request 
for C3 is lost 

Expected Output: "Connection Accepted" abABaa cdeCDb EFc jk MNm GHI 
fghide jklbfg "Connection Closed" 

C.5 Test Number 4 

Here we simulate the case when the client reads from two different files and the total 
number of reads is greater than the size of the cache. Thus the reads of one file will 
replace the CADUs stored as a result of the earlier reads to the other file.



Input: The client A sends Open requests to the server to open the files test1.txt, 
testl.aud, testl.vid and testl.ref. All these files belong to the same filegroup. 

The QOS parameters specified in the call are as follows: 

For testl.txt: Mean bandwidth = 20 kbps; 
Max. bandwidth = 50 kbps; 

For testl.aud: Mean bandwidth = 100 kbps; 
Max. bandwidth = 250 kbps; 

For testl.vid: Mean bandwidth = 1000 kbps; 
Max. bandwidth = 2000 kbps; 

For testl.ref: Mean bandwidth = 1000 kbps; 
Max. bandwidth = 2000 kbps; 

The following QOS parameters are set by default and are common to all the track files: 

ICD =0.1 s; 
MGD =5s; 
DD = X (don’t care); 

If the Open requests are granted, then the client makes Read requests in the following 
sequence: 

CO, C1, C2 

Meanwhile, another client B sends an Open request to the server to open the files test2.txt 
and test2.img which belong to another filegroup 

The QOS parameters specified in the call are as follows: 

For test2.txt: Mean bandwidth = 20 kbps; 
Max. bandwidth = 50 kbps; 

For test2.img: Mean bandwidth = 200 kbps; 
Max. bandwidth = 500 kbps; 

The following QOS parameters are set by default and are common to all the track files: 

ICD =0.1 s; 
MGD =5s; 
DD = X (don’t care); 

If the Open requests are granted, then the requests appear in the following sequence: 

LAC4, LBCO, LBC1, LBC2, LACS, LBC4, LBC5, LAC10, LBC8, Close[A], LBC9, 
LBC10, LBC8, Close[B] 
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Here LxCy means the Client x has requested the CADU with sequence number y. Also 
Close[x] means that Client x has scheduled a request to close all the files opened by it. 

Expected Output: 

Client A: "Connection Accepted" abABaa cdeCDb EFc fghide jklbfg MNm 
“Connection Closed" 

Client B: "Connection Accepted" az by cx ev fu ir jq kp ir 
"Connection Closed” 

C.6 Test Number 5 

Test number 5 has the same scenario as test number 2. However, we will also consider 
the effect of background traffic. The protocol will decide whether to accept or refuse the 
connection depending on this traffic as well as the variance of the traffic. Let us consider 
some typical network load functions: 

G) Input: The background traffic is very high at time 0 and then drops of slowly to a 
point where the additional bandwidth required by the new connection can be accepted. 

Consider the function 
T =-t/100 +9 for 0<=t<=900 
=0 otherwise 

where T is the total background traffic in Mb/s and t is the time in seconds 

If the client tries to open a connection that requires a peak bandwidth of 2.5 Mb/s at time 
t = 0, the protocol refuses to accept the connection. 

If the client retries at t = 100, it is still refused as the background traffic is still high (8 
Mb/s). 

However, if the client tries at say t = 300 s, then the background traffic has dropped to a 
level (6 Mb/s) which will allow the network to support the additional bandwidth 
contributed by the new connection and hence the connection will be accepted. 

Expected Output: At t=0: "Connection Refused: Insufficient Bandwidth” 
At t=100: "Connection Refused: Insufficient Bandwidth" 
At t=300: "Connection Accepted" 

(ii) Input: Consider the case when the background traffic is at a steady value of 6 Mb/s 
with zero variance. In this case the same clients request would be accepted at any time. 

Expected Output: At t=any time: "Connection Accepted" 

(ii) Input: Same as (ii), except that here the variance is high, up to t= 500 s, and then 
the variance becomes almost zero. 
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In this case the protocol will refuse the clients request at any time before t = 500 s, 
because the high variance means that the network cannot guarantee the requested 
bandwidth throughout the duration of the connection. 

After t =500 s, the protocol will still refuse the connection for some time even though the 
variance is now zero. This is because the variance in the recent past was very high and 
the protocol does not want to risk having to abort the connection due to a sudden rise in 
variance once again. 

So it will be a certain amount of time after t = 500 s that the protocol will start accepting 
requests similar to the client's. 

Expected Output: At 0<=t<=500: "Connection Refused: Insuffucient 
Bandwidth" 

At 500<=t<=500+t’: "Connection Refused: Insufficient 
Bandwidth" 

At t> 500+’: "Connection Accepted" 

C.7 Test Number 6 

Test number 6 has the same scenario as test number 2. Here we will test the correctness 
of the protocol when prefetching CADUs as predicted by the ADS. 

(a) In this case we consider that the ADS predicts a linear path. This is the simplest case 
wherein the references will be predicted to follow the CADU sequence 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 22 

We will simulate the case when the protocol prefetches the CADU as specified and the 
application obeys the sequence predicted by the ADS. 

Input: Let the sequence of Read requests be CO, C1, C2, C3,... C22 

Expected Output: abABaa cdeCDb EFc GHI ... YZyz 

We will also simulate the case when the client requests differ from the predicted 
sequence. 

Input: Let the sequence of Read requests be CO, C5, C10, C3, C18, C19, C5, C6, C7, C8 

Expected Output: abABaa jklbfg GHI jkilbfg mJKh Li jk 

Gi) Another interesting scenario is when the ADS has uniform distribution. Here there 
are no unique highest probabilities for the next CADU and the protocol has to decide 
dynamically on whether to prefetch all the CADUs with that probability or to go for the 
ones whose sequence numbers are the nearest to the current CADU. Let us assume that it 
does the latter. 

Input: Let the sequence of Read requests be CO, C1, C2, C3, C21, C22, C8, C9, C10 

Expected Output: abABaa cdeCDb EFc GHI jk 1 MNm 
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